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This final report describing the formulation of the Six-
: Degree-of-Freedom Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories

(6D POST) is provided in accordance with Part 3.0 of NASA Con-
tract NASl-13300. The report is presented in three volumes as
follows:

Volume I - 6D POST - Formulation Manual; NASA CR-132741

: Volume II - 6D P()ST - Utilization Manual; NASACR-132742

Volume III - 6D POST - ProSrammer's Hanual. NASACR-132743

This work was conducted under the direction of Mr. Howard Stone
and Mr. Richard Powel] of the Space Systems Division, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center.
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SUMI4P.RY

Thts report documents the basic equations and models used
tn the six-degree-of-freedom version of the program to opttmtze
simulated tr_ectortes (GD POST).

GDPOST. a dtrect extension of the poi,t ,ass verston of
POST. ts a general purpose rtgfd body six-degree-of-freedom pro-
gram. The program can be used to solve a wtde vartety of
atmospheric f11ght nechantcs and orbttal transfer problems for
powered or unpowered vehtcles operating near a rota_tng oblate
planet. The pr|nctpal features of 6D POSTare: an easy to use
I_tELXST type tnput procedure, an Integrated set of Fltght Con-
trol System (FCS) modules, and a general-purpose dtscreto
parameter targeting and optimization capability.

GDPOSTts wrttten tn FORTRANIV for the CDCG000 sertes
computers.

Other volumes tn the ftnal r_port are:

Volume II - Utilization Hanual - Documentstnfomatton
pertinent to users of the program. Xt describes the
tnput requtred and output available for each of the
trajector_ and targetJng/opttmJZat$on options.

Volume III -Pragrammersl, lanual - Documentsthe program
structure and logtc, subroutine descriptions, and other
perttnent programming tnformatt on.

vt
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,- I. INTRODUCTION

The six (6)-degree-of-f_eedom program to optinize simulated
trs_e_toriee _s a geneeal purpose FORTRAN program _or simulating
rigid body tr_Jectories of aerospace type vehicles. Th_ program
can be used to solve a wide variety of performance, guidance, and

" flight control problems for atmospheric and orbital vehicles. For
example, typical applications of 6D POST include:

_- 1) Guidance and flight control system simulation and analysis;

2) Loads and dispersion type analyses;

3) .General-purpose 6D simula_ion of controlled and uncon-
trolled vehicles;

'. 4) 6D performance validation.

• One of the key features of 6D POST is an easy to use NAHELIST-
type input procedure. This feature significantly reduces input
deck set-up time (and costs) for 6D studies that require the normal

_ large amount pf input.data. In addition., the general applicability
of 6D POST is further enhanced by a general-purpose discrete param-
eter targeting and optimization capability. This capability can

= be used to solve a. broad spectrum of problems related to the impact
of the control systemdestgn on the performance characteristics of

_ aerospace Vehicles.

The . ic simulation flexibility is achieved by decomposing
_ the trajectory into a logical sequence of simulation segments.
_: These trajectory segments, referred to as phases, enable the tra-

:_ Jectory analyst to model both the physical and the nonphysical
aspects of the simulation accurately an_ efficiently. By segment-

: ink the mission into phases, each phase can be modeled and simulated
in a manner most appropriate to that particular flight regime. For

_r example, the planet model, the vehicle model, and the simulation

• _i/ options can be changed in any phase to be compatible with the level
of detail required in that phase.

,_ Every computational routine in the program can be categorized
according to five basic functional elements. These elements are:

,= the planet model, the vehicle modal, the trajectory simulation
_ . model, the auxiliary calculations module, and the targeting and

optimisation module. The planet model Is composed of an oblat_
spheroid model, a gravitational model, an atmosphere model, and

. a winds model. These models define the environment in which the

vehicle operates. The vehicle model comprises mass properties,

ii propulsion, aerodynamics and ueroheating, an _t_frame model, a
: navigation and guidance model, and a flight control system model.
• These models define the basic vehicle simulation characteristics.

The trajectory simulation models are the event-sequencing module
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that controls the program cyclin$, table interpolation routines,
and several standard numerical integ_ation techniques. These
models ar_ used in numerically solving the translational and ro-

tational equations of motion. The auxiliary calcu£ations module
provides for a wide variety of output calculations. For example,
conic parameters, range calculations, and trackin8 data are among
the many output variables computed. The targetin_ and optin_za-
tion module provides a general discrete parameter iteration capa-
bility. The user can select the optimization variable, the de-
pendent variables, and the independent variables from a list of
more than 400 program variables. An accelerated projected

gradient algorit_hn is used as the basic optimization technique.
This algorithm is a combination of Rosents projection method for
nonlinear progranuning and Davidon*s variable metric method for
unconstrained optimizatLon. In the targeting mode, the minimum

norm algorithm is used to satisfy the trajectory constraints.
The cost and constraint gradients required by these algorithms
are computed as first differences calculated from perturbed tra-

Jectories. To reduce the costs of calculatingnumerical sensi-
tivities, only that portion of the trajectory influenced by any

particular independent variable is reintegrated on the perturbed
runs. This feature saves a significant amount of computer time

when targeting and optimization is performed.

Basic program macrologic is outlined in figure I-1, which
illustrates the linkage between the simulation and the iteration
modules.

I-2
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.,_' XX. LXST OF SYMBOLSAND.AHRIO_AT_ON_.

Math symbol Internal Fortran symbol Definition

a SEMJAX semlmaJor axis. m (ft)

: _- (A_,̂_., ,_) --- ..,_o_,.,,..io,,oo...,_,o,,,i £n the body frmne, ups 2
:_, (fps2)

: [AB] AB(1) matrix cransformcton from
che A-fTame to the B-fra_

i. kE AR nozzle exit area of each
rocket ensine, m2 (ft 2)

• _:/m

• .: Ai, a t --- constants

• J N, _, _ A.xs,_, _zB to.1 aerod_amic.._tabouc the roll, pitch, yam
...., axes, N-m (ft-lb)

_] A(') _.idon deflect'_on .tr i.•:? component

,J AS ASM Coral sensed acceleration,
ii mPs2 (fP s2)

)_ ;:'" _B XB' ASYB' ASZB AXB, AYB, AZB inC°CattheSensedbodyframe,accelerati°nmps2
_" (fps2)

_x " (*s='*sY,'*s,, _=,_Y,,_z, _o.1....d .o..,._,.' in the inertial frame,
;' rope2 (fps 2)
f.

_.. 1_, _,,_=) --- _h_.t.oo..,,_o._._h." body frame, mps2 (fp8 2) '

AZL AZL azimuth of the z L axis, .
red (des)

o;J AZX. An , AZA AZVELI, AZVELR, azlmuth of the Inertlal,AZV_LA relectve, and atmospheric
relative velocity vectors,

_}: r,d (des)

/:" ll-I
r
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Hath symbol .Internal Fortran symbol Definition

AZW AZWT wind az&muth, tad (dog)

AZT TKAZHI azimuth of the slant range
vector to the tracking
station, rad (des)

Bt --- boundary for i th con-straint

B B(I) Davidon deflection matrix
n

B(R) --- boundary of region R

B(_) . --- local boundary hypec-
surface

CA. _, _ CA, C_. CN axial, Side force, andnormal aerodynamic force
coefficients

%o'%0'%0 -- co,_onentofCA,Cz. C.
that is not multiplied
by a mnamonic multiplier

CD. _ CD, CL drag and lift coefficients

--- drag and llft coefficient
CDo' _0 components that are not

multiplied by a mnemonic
variable

!" /

i. II-2
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I.pternel ¥ort_an symbol Def*nitton

CH. On OH, CW pitch end yew moaent co-
elf iciencs

CS CS speed of sound, mp8 (fps)

_C(u) E(1) constra:Lnt funct:tons

D- DRAG aerodynamic dra$, N (lb)

E ECCAN eccentric anomaly

[E) .... Euler parameter matrix ]

• ECCRN eccentricity i

! = leo , e l, e2, e3) E_(I) Euler parameters

! E(I) active constraint error
vector

_v
e WE(1) weighced error vector

F _PTVAR opt£mization funct*on

: f --- nonlinear vector-valued
furic t ton

body frame, N (lb)

• _- (,., ,_,, ,,,,) ,_, ,_, ,_,__h,_.t,o_o..,_,h.bed,. frame, N (lb)

[Gk] GA(I) matrix CraneformaCion from
the G-frame Co ohm A-frame

_oz- (o=,_z'°zx) _, _I,_z_ ,:o,.,.,,_,,,,,,:.,:,o,,,acceleration in the ECI-
frame, mpe2 (fps 2)

11-3
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? _ M_th smb__b_ Inteznal ¥ortran "YFb,! _eflnltio_..____n

in DG(1) difference in the gradient
:, vector VF between the cur-

rent and previous itera-
.'" tlon

- H --- 8ravitatl_na eonet_,'_t

.._. h ALTIT¢ oblate altit_do. ,' ,..:)

ha, hp ALTA, ALTP altitude of apogee and- perigee, k_n (n mi)

HB HB base altitude used in ........
atmospheric calcu_tions,

o m (ft_

4 h P2 constraint function
. e

_,_

, H HT geopotential altitude, m
g (ft)

.. HRt --- heating ratios

,.: hT TRKHTI altitude of tracker, m,.', (ft)

: hO PINET estimated net cost func-
tion

i INC relative-frame orbital
,, inclination, tad (de 8)

• [IB] IB(I_ matrix transformation from
._ the ECI-frama to the body
"_ frame

: [If] lG(I) _atrix transformation from
the ECI-frame to the geo-

I

graphic frame

• 11-4
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F,,ath s,mbol ,Interne+ 1 Fortran+ symbol Def*niCion

[IL] IL(I) matrix transformation from
_+ the ECl-frame Co the
"+ la_mch frame
+

_ . [ tP ] tP ( 1 ) ...... _Cr _X transformation from

the ECl-frame to the

planet frame

I ISPV rocket specific impulse,
h ep s

[J ] AUIB (J) cons traint Jacobian meCrix

J2' J3' J4 J2, J3, J4 sravitational constants

_.k-(kI, k2,k3.k,,) --- Ru,,8,,-K,.,,:,:,,oo,,,,:o,,,:.
"x+

. KI --- constants

" L LIFT aerodynamic llft, N ,(Ib)

[LB] LB(I) matrix transformation
from the launch frame to

. the body f_-ame

:. £ LREP aerodynamic reference
: ' lensCh, In (fe)

M MACH Math number

J + H _ mean anomaly, red (des)

" 14 --- pitch and yaw moment equa-
' tions

i"

.: m MASS vehicle mess, ks (slus)
___'

( . Hf --,-- mnemonic table multiplier'- for table f

+ n a NAt number of active con-strainCs

:..... !

.. II-$

v t _ "," + /
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. .Math symbol .Internal For}ran symhol l)efi_nition

- n NDEPV number of constraints
• C

• [P], [_] PJJ(I) projection operators used/,c"

in the projected gradient
:. method

•,' p (h) PRES atmospheric pressure,
'_ N/N 2 (psi)

'"- "P1 Pl weighted optimization
• variable

_" P2 P2 weighted constraint error
•- function
i

Q TLHEAT total heat, Jim 2 (BCu/ft 2)
r

• :;" "........ _ DYNP dynamic .pressure, N/m2

:....,. (lb/ft2)

_ Qlam' qturb HEATRT, HTURB laminar and turbulent heat
rate, W/m2/s (Btu/ft2/s)

;:C-
• ':- Q(u), _(.*u) --- linear manifold and its
= ._," orchogonal, complement

_:22 RA RTASC right ascension of out-
. . , going as)unptote, rad (deg)
o-;;

r APCRAD apogee rad/.us, m (ft)a

,, [RB] RB(I) matrix transformation from
'. the body reference frame •
; to the body frame

DPRNG1 dot-product range, Im
" (n mi) •

_._ _ RE, RP equatorial and polar
_ radius, m (It)

RN nose radius, m (ft)
i'i

'" _r.

°

11-6
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Math symbol Internal_Yoztran symbol Definition

,. RNU REYN_ P,e_nolds number

_" ( ) XI, YI, ZI inertial radius vectorrI " xI' YI' zI from center of planet _o
the vehicle, m (ft)

_. ri GCRAD geocentric radius, m (ft)

:. r PGERAD perigee radius• m (ft)
: P

• ls RS radius to oblate surface.

.i

_'_ _SR --- slant range vector• m (ft)

--- slant range vector in geo-
_:" _Sl_ graphic fr_e, m (ft)

--- radius vector to tracking
i'.: ._ station• m (ft)
,,,'

;; s S(1) direction of search

o,, - s c --- direction of search to
_.. -- satisfy the constraint_

ii:. , S_osst SL_SIJ space losses for tracking_?i : statlons• dB

/ S SREF aerodynamic reference
ref area_ m2 (ft 2)

e0 --- direction of'search for
-- optimization '

T ATEM atmospheric temperature,
0_ (°F)

_' t TIME time, s

"' Tj/6 --- Jet engine thrust, N (lb)

: 11-7
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Math symbol Internal ¥ortrans_nbol Definition

Tn(y) --- denotes hi'order table
interpolation on the
variable y

TR THRUST total rocket thrust for
all engines, N (lb)

TRt --- total resultant rocketthrust for engine i_ N
(ib)

T TVAC vacuum thrust for rocket
• vac engines, N (lb)

TSp TIMSP time since perigee pas-
i_ sage., s

i TTp TIHTP time to'next perigee pas-
sage, s

° U --- gravitational potential
function

u U(I) independent variable

11-8
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_ _h symbol IntezuLJVo:_:an e_nbol _._i_tion

,_:_ _- (_, vs.._) n, n, _ o_o_e_,of_he,..-pheric relat£ve veloc£ty
, vector expreesed in the

body frame, raps (fps)

HRI --- unit vector alons.the.radi_s vector

_i _VI --- unit vector along the
velocity vector

Art DU(1) chanse in the independent
:" variables

V APVEL inertial velocity at
a apogee, rap8 (fp8)

VAG UA, VA, WA atmospheric relative
_: velocity in the G-frame,
i raps (fps)

_ V_KI VAXI, VAYI, VAZI atmospheric relative
velocity vector in the
inertial frame,,raps (fp8)

vx- (Vxi,v_, vzi) ' "._i,_, vz_ _o...1 volooi_v.o_o..- and its masnitude, np8
:, (fp.)

..._"

Yx VELI masn£tude of" VI, raps (fp8)

:_ VI_ Uj V, W inertial velocity in the
G-frame_ raps (fp8)

_R VELR relative velocity _ raps
i ,_ (fp8)

VRG UR, VR_ WR relative velocity in the
' G-frame, ep8 (fp8)

. • _- (v_. vm. v_) _, _, _ ,o,,_o w_oo.__oo_o_.... in the inertial frame,
:" spa (fps)

: 11-9 t
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Math s__ol Internal Fortran syml:s1 Definition

- ,-_v'"n. v_L.-,v"z_l _xi. _. _z_ windvelocityvectorinthe inertial frame, mps
. (fps)

VW _d wind velocity, raps (fps)

_NG UN, VN, NN wind velocity vector, inthe G-frame, raps (fps)

V PGVEL perigee velocity, mps
P (fps)

V _YPVEL outgoing asymptote
velocity, mps (fps)

W WD_T total time rate of change
: of vehicle weight, N/s

(ibis)

WC WEIC_N total weight of propel-lant consumed, N (lb)

WG WEIGHT gross vehicle weight_ N(ib)

Njett WJETTM Jettison weight, N (ib)

--- weight of propellant con-
Wpc sum_d per phase, N (lb)

--- initial propellant weight.
Wei N (Ib)

_pi x --- maximum flowrate for theith engine, N/s (lb/s)

WpR NPR_P weight of propellant re-maining, N (Ib)

Wets WGTSG vehicle stage weight, N(lb)

. [q. N' [",] ,o,_, f, and e .

II-lO
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Math syubol Internal ¥ortran s_bol Definition

XB' YB' SB --- coordinate axes of the
body fr._me

--- coordinate axes of the
XBR' YBR' ZBR body reference frame

XCg, y_g, Zcg XCG, YCG, ZCG coordinates of the centerof gravity in the body
reference system, m (ft)

XG' YG' zG --- components of a vector in
-: the geographic frame, m

(ft)

XI' YI' zI gI, YI, gI components of the radius
vector in the inertial
frame, m (ft)

x i --- general state variable

ZL' YL" ZL --- coordinate axes of thelaunch frame

x .GINTJ state vector at the nth
event

:. XR_ YR' ZR --- components of the radius
vector in the planet

' frame, m (ft)

Xraf' Yraf' Zref XREF, YREF, ZREF coordinates of the aero-
dynamic reference point

•' -.-_ .. in the body reference
system, m (ft)

• _V DGENV general dependent variable

a. _. o ALPHA, BETA, aerodynamic angle of aC-
BI_NG tack, sideslip, and bank.

red (des)

_T ALPT_T total angle of attack,
red (deg)

?

m

- II-11
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Math symbol lnte_nal Fortran symbo ! I_£inition

' YI' YR' YA GAMMAS, GA_AR, inertial, relative, andGAHHAA atmospheric relative
"" flight path angles, rad

(deg)

2_ yj GAI@JA(1) step-size parameter on the
jth trial step

: ,, AE ..- increment in eccentric
anomaly, tad (deg)

Ah -.- increment in altitude, m
,_ (_t)

At DT increment in time or inte-
r. grstion step size, s

• _V DV increment in velocity,
_ mps (fps)
f
i -

c

AV VIDEA_ ideal velocity, mps (fps)

AVA DLR atmospheric velocity loss,
,_ mps (fps)

: AV DVCIR velocity required to
i-" c circularize an orbit,
i_ raps (fps)

!-

_'. : AVE DVEXS excess velocity, mps (fps)

-: AVG GLR gravity loss, mps (fps)

_-' AVM DVMAR velocity marstn, Nps (fps)

AVp ATLR atmospheric pressure" loss, mps (fps)

- AVTv TVLR thrust vector velocity" loss, mps (fps)

_" 6A RTASC right ascension, rad (des)

F-... _ 11-12
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YAth symbol lnterr_l 7orl:_ran 87ubol Definition

n ETA ens_ne throttling param-
eter

0 I_NG planet relative lonsttude,
red (deg)

0_ --- lonsttude reference, red
(des)

01 L_NGI inertial lonsttude, red.Cdes)

OL* _L' AZL L_NL_ LATL, AZL lonsicude, laciCude, endazimuth of L-frame, red
(des)

'0 TRUNHX maximum true anomaly for
max hyperbolic orbiC, red

(deB)

TP_V_ql lonstCude of cracker t,
OTi tad (des)

A AZREF azlmuCh reference, red
(des)

STPMAX maximum admissible seep
size for the iteration

• alsorichm

_ 8ravttaCional constant,
m3/s2Cfc_/s2) ,

v --- index

I1-13
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.- Hath symbol l'n-ternal Fortran symbol Definition

' 0 ARGV argument of vehicle (i,e.
angular location of va-
hit;e, measured from

: ascending node In orbital
plane), tad (des)

" 0(h) --- atmospheric deneXcy, kg/m 3
,,_ (slug/ft3") -"

: T --- trajectory propasatton

_c GCLAT geocentric latitude, rad
'. (des)

: _S GDLAT geodetic latitude, tad
• (des)

_i _I' _I' 8I R_LI, YAWl. PIT1 inertiai roll, yaw, and
,.: pitch measured as positive

rota4Aons from the L-frame,
rad (des)

,T

.'_ _R' 6R' _R YAWR, PITR. R_LR relative yaw, pitch, and
.. roll, measured in a posi-
.._, "............ rive sense from the seo-
" graphic frame, rad (des)

" _ LAN iongltude of ascending
_ node, red (des)
t

_. _ _CA angular rotation rate of
.'. planet about the polar
_ axis, rad/s (des/s)

" _ --- argument of perigee, tad
.,'; (dee) ....

" ( ) R_LBD, PITBD, inertial angular velocity
. _ __x' _y' _z YAWBD components about the body

_i' axis, rad/s (des/s)

.... _ R_LEDD, PITBDD, inertial angular acceleration
- YAWBDD components about the body
._ axis, rad/s 2 (deg/s 2)

• 11-14
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14rschsymbol Zncernal Fortran s_vmbol Definition

( )A refers to atmosphere rele-
rive variebXes

( )c8 refers to center of
sravlty

( )Z refers to inertlal
variables

( )n refers Co n th event

( )p refers co thrust applica-tion

( )R refers to Earth-relative
variables

( )Ref refers to aerodynamic ref-
erence point

( )SL refers to sea-level condi-
tions

( )vae refers to vacumn condl-
ttons

( )W refers to wind relative
Variables

( )* refers Co state from vhich
downranse and crossranse
are referenced; refers to
optimal conditions

denotes vector quantlty

( )* denotes transpose of •
vector

(') denotes total derlvatlve
with respect to time

II-15
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Math symbol Internal Fortran symbol De;_nition

( )+ denotes occurrence at the
positive side of an event

( )- denotes occurrence at the
nasa.ire side of an event

c is a member of

N intersection of

•U union of

{a:e) set

| such that

_) addition operator

The following symbols have been added to the six-degree-of-freedom

portion of the program.

Math symbol Internal Fortran symbol Definition

CJ_DA, CADE. CADR. Incremental axial force
CA6a' CA6e' CA6R' CAF(I). I-1,3 coefficient per rad (deg)

CA6ft for the aileron, elevator,rudder, and general
deflector

CDDA. CDDE, CDDR, Incremental drag force
CD6a' CDde' CD6R' CDF(I). I-1,3 coefficient per rad (deg)

for the aileron, elevator,
_6f£ rudder, and 8eneral

deflector

CLLDA, CLLDE. CLLDR Incre_ental rolling
C_6a' Ct6e_ C__R' CLLF(I), I=1,3 moment force coef-

Ct6fi ftcicnt per tad (des)for the aileron, elevator,

rudder, and general
deflector

11-16
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M.l_h_0_ Znte_al Fortra_b,_. Deflnitlo_

' CLDA. CLD_, (:LDR, [.cremenlal lift lo:'ce

CL_'_' Cl''°' CL'"R' eLF(1), I-1,3 cool! Icient per rod (deg)
CL:,I for the aileron. _levntor,

rudder, and goner.1
: deflector

C ' (:m: C_DA. CHDE. CMDR, Incremental pltch4ng
m,_._ e' Cm:R' CtfF(t), I-1,2 moment force coef-

%,,f. f_ctent per r_d (deg)
for the aileron, elevator,.
rudder, and general
deflector

CtqDA, ClJDE, Ck_R, Incremental v;_,,'in_ _o_ent
: Cn_a' Cn)a' C"'t:' CdF(t), I-1,3 force ,.,_efftetv_nt per

Cn6fl red (deg) for the aileron,
._ elevator, r_:dder, nnd

genera] deflector

_6a' _6e' _R" CNDA, CNDE, CNDR, Incremental normal force
CNF(I), I-1,3 coefficient per tad (deg)

c. for the aileron, elevatorD

': "6ft rudder, and general
deflector

_6a' _6e s _6r s CYDA, CYDE, CYDR, Incremental side force
CYF(I), I-1,3 coefficient per tad (deg)

Cv for the aileron, elevator,

--_fi redder, and general
" deflector

!: dR. dp. _ DR£FR. DI_FP, Reference lengths for roll,! DI_FY pitch, and _au _erodynamlc
"-" moment coefficients m (ft)

• _4, FTTXB(I), 1-1,3 Total of all nonsravita-- ttonal forces calculated

.... in the body frame, N (lb)

:" _Y--8 aCSlrX3(Z), I=1,3 Force of the RCS enginesin the body frame, N (lb)

_l F1_(I) s I-1_3 Total force due to thenon-ROe engines calculated
in the body frame, N (lb)

_ II-17 ,
I
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NaC_ internal Fortran symbol De£1nttlon

IXX, Iyy, IZZ IXX, lYe', IZZ Moment_ of inertia" .bou_ thv body axis
_ystom

-'* _XX' [YY' tZZ' IXXD, IYYD, IZZD, Time derivations of the
I XYD, IYZD, [XZD moment_ and products

tXy, Iyz, iXZ of IncrLia
r '-,

IXy , Ixg , Iyz IXY, IXZ, IYZ Products of inertiaabout the body axis system

[K] KRDP(I), KPDP(1), Roll nozzle deflection
KRDY(I ), KYDY(1) matrix

" Kp,_a' Kp0e' _,'r F:PDA, KPDE, KPDR Hlxing |ogle gains for the:, _lleron, elevator, and
'- rudder about the y-body

: (pitch) axis

KRda, KR6a , KR,_r r'RDA, KRDE, KRDR tlixingtheaiieron,lVg4cgainSelevator,fOr
and rddder about the

.... x-body (toll) axis

(_:" _6a' _6e' _r KYDA, KYDE, KYDR _.ixing logic gains for
,,_. the z-body (yaw) axis
v "

_. [M] --- Hatrix representation
of the mixing gains

_,,

'_,' HAB At.LXB(I), I=1,3 Externs. _. moment due tothe aerodynamic forces,
N-m (¢.t-lb)

-,_ M_B TTHXB(1), I"1,3 Total external momen_-. duc to thrust, RCS, and
aerodynamic forces,

.: N-m (ft-lb)

_RCS RCS_LXB(1), I'I,3 Net moment due to the RCSforces, l;--m (ft-lb)

_- _B THXB(I), I'1,3 Extf_rnal moment due Co_ thrust forces, N-.m (ft-lb)

: II-18
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Ma_,h symbol Intsrn%l Fortran s_nnbol Definition

p°, q*, r" PND, QND, RND Nondtmenstonal roll,
pitch, and yaw body
rates

_I1' 61, o I ALPIii, BETAI, BANKI Attitude reference
angles measured in the
same sense and order as

the aerodynamic angles
'"_' but with respect to the

inertial velocity vector,
tad (des)

_-, 6_.0 --" General vector represen r-
ing an er,gine or aero-
dynamic control surface
deflection, rda (d_._.
the subscript denotes
the null value.

6a, 6e, _r' 6ft DELA, DELE, DELR Deflection angles for the
DELF(1), I-1,3 aileron, elevator, rudder,

and general aerod_lamic
control surfaces tad (des)

6epi , DEP.(1), DEY(1) Pitch and yaw glmbal angles'Seyi for the i-th engine, rad
(des)

_e = (_, be, 6_) ¥AWAC, PITAC, R_LLAC Yaw, pitch, and roll auto-
- pilot commands, tad (des)

t

_AB DXR(I), I-1,3 Vector difference between
the center of gravity
and the reference point
for the aerodynamic forces
(usually the aerodynamic

: center of pressure), m (ft)

Ae_ DXP(I), DYP(I), DZP(I) Vector difference between.
-nit the center of gravity and

the engine glmball point

for the i-th engine, m (ft)

GX_, GYP, GZP ' Location of engine gtmbal
'. X p YgP* ZgP in body ref,..rence system

.

II-19
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III, COOaD!I_.TESYSTI_I;

6D POST uses numerous coordinate systems to provide the neces-
._. sary reference systems for calculating required end optional data.

.. These coordinate systems and the k_y transf_mations are described
,. below.

._ Coordinate System Definitions

• Earch-c.ter.dtnertia_(ECI)axes(h' YI' "I) - Thissys-
temis an Earth-centered Cartesian system with z I coincident

": with the North Pole, x I coincident with the Greenwich 'leridian

'_,. at time zero and in the equatorial plane, and YI completing a

. right-hand system. The translational equations of motion are
solved in this system (fig. III-l).

/d.

Earthcant,redrotating(EcR)axes(_, YR"_) _hissys
_ tam is similar to 'theECX system except that it rotates with the

: Earth so that x, is always coincident with the Greenwich Merld-
:,,, tan (fig. lll-1)."

Earth position coordinates (Is' 6, h).- These are the fa-
miliar latitude) longitude, and altitude designators• Latitude

_'_ is positive in the Northern Hemisphere. Longitude is measured
• positive East of Greenwich. Altitude is measured _ostttve abov_

the surface of _he planet (fi$. Ill-l).

, GeoKraphl_ (G) axes (_. YG' zG " -This.... system is located
at the surface of the planet a© the vehiclets current geocentric .

latitude and lonKitude. The x G axis Is in the local horizontal

_! plane and points North, the YG axis is in the local horizontal

plane and points East, and s G completes a right-hand system.

iii This system is used to calculate parameters associated with azi-
muth and elevation angles (fig. III-2).

Inertial launch (L) axes (XL, - YL' ZL)" " This iS an iner-:, • , , ,i L

.: tial Cartesian system-chat is used as an Inertial reference
system from which the inertial attitude angles of the vehicle are
msesured. This coordinate system is automatically located at the

dB

_ III-I
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Ftsure III-1.- Coordinate Systems

x I

Fisure III-2.- Launch Frame

111-2
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8eodetic lat£tude and inertial longitude of the vehicle at the
besinnlns of the simulation unless *verrtddan by user Input of
LATI, and L_I¢/,. The azimuth, AZLt is zero unless overidden by

user tnpue, The orientation of this system is such ehac Xl, is

aloha the positive radius vector if _I, is input as the 8eocen-

trtc latitude, or aloha the local vertical if _L is not input

or is input as the 8eodet£c latitude, zL is £n the local hori-

sontal plane and is directed alon8 the azimuth specified by AZL,

and YL completes a right-hand system. This system £s intended
for use in simulatia8 ascent problems for launch vehicles that
use e£Cher inertial platform or strapdowu-type anaular conaands.

The inerCial angles, (_I' _Xs eI) are always measured vith
respect Co this system and are automaCically computed regardless
of the steertn8 option (ICUID) being used (fiB. III-2).

Body (B) axes (_1_, YB' ZB)'- The body axes form a right:-
hand Cartesian syste_ aligned with the axes of the vehicle and

centered at the vehicle's center of gravity. The xB axis 18

directed forw&rd along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle_ YB

points riaht (ouC the right winS), and zB po4.nts downward, corn-
placing a risht-hand system.. All aerodynamic and thrust forces
are calculated in the body system. These forces are then crans-
formed to the inertial (I) system where Chey are combined with
the gravitational forces (fiB. 111-3)

Ili-3
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Body reference (BR) axes (XBR, YB.R.'ZBR) "" The body reference
system-Is a rtqht-hand 'Cal:testan s_st.em.altgned wtth the body @xes
as follows. The XBRaxts ts dtrectea alonq the negative x8 axis,
the YBR axts ts directed along the postttve YB axis, and the ZSR

" - ts directed along the negative zB axis. Thts system t s used to
locate the vehicle's center of gravttv, aerodynamic reference point,

- and engine gtmbal locations for the static trtm operation (ftg.
III-3).

Orbital e]ements (ha, ho, t, _, e, _).- Thts ts a nonrectangular
=_,. coordinate system, used tn de_;crtbtng orbital motion. The orbital

elements are apogee altitude, perigee altitude, tncltnatton_ longt-
" rude of the ascendingnode, true anomaly,and argument of perigee.
, The apogee and perigee altitudes replace the standard orbital ele-
- merits of samtmaJor axts and eccentricity (f_. III-4).

Pertgee

_. Sate111te

:,

o

:' ha

Ftgure III-4.- Orbttal Parameters
Apogee

.o .

" nI-

• ,"

.. _ "'_, "-' ,_) ,_
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Attitude AngUs

The program contains the following standard attitude refer-
ence systems:

1) Inertial Euler angles;

2) Relative Euler angles;

3) Aerodynamic angles;

4) Inertial aerodynamic angles;
/

These variables are defined and illustrated below:

I) l.,rtlalEulerangles( Ig. II-5), I

¢I - Inertial roll angle. The roll XB
angle with respect to the L- I

frame (first rotatlon), yL_l_ i _yB XL -_I - Inertlal yaw angle. The yaw
angle wl.th respect to t_.e L- YB
frame (second rotation),

81 - Inertial pitch angle. The pitch
angle with respect to the L- ¥1gure III-5,- Inertlal.Euler Angles
frame (third rotation);

2) Relative Euler angles (figs 111-6)"

_R- Relative yaw angle. This is xB
the azimuth angle of the x B

a_is measured clockwise from XG_ O__
the reference direction (first

rotation),

OR - Relative pitch angle. This IS __R
the elevation angle of t_e xB __/

YBaxis above the local horizontal

plane (second rotation), sB

F

%R" Relative roll angle. This is
the roll angle about the x B Ptgure 111-6.- Relative Euler Angles

axis (third rotation).

III-5
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3) Aerodynamic ansles (fig. 11I-7)!

a - Bank ansle. Positive a is a
positive rotation about the
atmosphere relative velocity

vector (first rotation), xB

B - Sideslip. Positive B is a nose-

left (negative) rotationwhen / 1
flying the vehicle upright (set- o

ond rotation), YB z B
:,_ _ - Angle of attack. Positive

is a nose-up (positive) rotation VA
, : when flying the vehicle upright

(third rot_ion) ; Figure III-7.,- _rod_n_ic Ansles

4) Inertial aer.odynami¢ angles (fig. III-8):

• o I - Bank angle, Positive o I is a
positive rotation about the _ __

atmosphere inertial velocity / _ _ x_

flying the vehicle upright (set- B

ond rotation), VI

_I - Angle of _ttack. Positive aI Figure III-8.- Inertial Aarodyna_¢
._. iS a nose-up (positive) rotation Angles

when flying the vehicle upright
(third roCation) ;

.'_ 11I-6
• '4 *
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Transformations

Numerous matrix transformations are required to transform
data between the coordinate systems described in the previous
section. The most important of these transformations is the [IB]
matrix. The inverse _Crsnspose) of this matrix is used to trans-

:. form accelerations in the body frame co the planet-centered in-
_ ertial frame. The remaining transformations are $enerally used

to either compute lIB] or to transform auxiliary data into some
:: convenient output coordinate system.

" The [IB] matrix is functionally dependent on the attitude
of the vehicle. This dependence i8 described by equations re-

i_ lated to the attitude steering option selected by the user. The
=: follo_rlns matrix equations, which depend on this steerins option, ..................
C are used to compute the [IB] matrix.

=: [IB]= [LB][IL] (body rates or inertial EUler ansles))

[IB_ = [GB][IG] (relative guler ensles) t (III-1)" '_= [IB] = lAB] [CA] [IG] (aerodynamic ansles)

': The basic relationships between the coordinate systems de-
fined by these equations are illustrated in fisure Ill-9. The in-

:;" verse transformation can senerally be computed by merely crane-
:' posins the matrix elements because of the orthonormality of
"_ these matrices.

B

111-7
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A summary of these matrices is given below. The symbols c
and s denote sin and cos,_r.esp_ttvety.

[ILl, inertial _o !aunc__h.- The [ILl matrix depends on _L'
OL, and _L' and is given by

m.

c%c8 L ':%s_ L s_ L

IlL] = S_LC0LSAT.L - CAzlSd L CAzLC0 L + sAzLS_LS_ L -SAzLC# L (ZII-2)

-SAzLSO L - CAzLS_LC % SAzLCOL - CAzLSPLS8 L C_LC_ L
mm

(LB],_ launch Co bo_y.- The _LB] matrix is computed indi-
rectly from the body rates by tutegrating the quaternton equa-
tions, or directly from Inertial Euler angles. When the body
r_Ite option is used, the" quaternion rate equation

i s m • *

eo "-el e2 e3 - mx

el 1 c° e2 -e_

e2 = _ e_ -e I e_ ay (,,II1,,,,,,3)

z
e3 eo eI -e

is integrated to compute the [LB] matrix, which is then given
ty

[LB] " 2(ele 2 - eoe 3) e_ - e_ + e_ - e_ 2(eoe 1 + e2e3) (IZZ,./4)

2(ele 3 + eoe2) 2(e2e 3 - eoe l) e_ - e_ - e_ + e_

111-8
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:" When the :Lnerc£ml Zuler ansle option :Ls used, [LB]" :Ls computed
d£reecly as

I

• e_Iee I "s_ I c_ise I

[LB|'- c_,is_OicOI �s_isOI c_ic_i c_Is_ise I - s_ieO I (11Z-$_

el
i' mm

, [IG], inertial to SeoRraphie.- The [IG] matrix depends on
the geocentric latitude and the inertial longitude, and is given

."-s+seet -. soz e+="

. [Io) = -se I ee I o (IXx-6_

". _e%ele -c%eeI -s%
.. de

.... tGB]_ Seographte to body.- The [GB| mscrtx depends on the
relative Euler ansles, and is stven by

am

.. "_eae_a ceas_a -ee a

• [On] = e4,aeeac_a - c+Rs_,e, s4'as%.e_'a + c_ac_R s4,aceR (J:zl-7]l

_ e+aseae+R + s+e.s+a e4,aseRs'_s..-,s+ac+a e+ReeR
ea

' [O_., Reosraphic to a em6spheric relative veloei_cy system

:: _.- The tCA]++mtrix depends on the atmospheric relative
•: fliJht alimuth eud flishtpath aa4tles, and is $iven by

"c_AeX A cyAS_k -s'y';

• [OA] = -sAA c_A o (1x1-8)

, 8YAe_A SYAS_A c_A •' i

i

111-9
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[_], ARVS to body.- The lAB] matrix depends on the aerody-
namic ansles, and Is gLven by

[AB] - s_ cac,, c_so (ZII-9)

_cL_ -_,_sBcn - caso -s_s_so c_c,_.J •

Other transformatl,,ns, whteh are not related to the calcula-
tion of the [I_] amtrix, are presented below.

[IP], inertial to |_lanet relative.- The [IP] matrix trans-
forms between the Earth-centered inertial Frame and the Earth-
centered rotating frame. This matrix depends on the rotation
rate og the planet and the total elapsed time of £1Lsht, and is
given by

m

c:_ t s_ t 0
P P

[[P] = ,-q_t t c_ t 0 (lll-lO)
P P

_ 0 0 I..

._RB], body reference to body.- The [RB] matrix transfo_
data in the body reference sys.tem to the body f.rame. This matrix
has a constant value and is $iven by

[!O][st_] . l (zzz-11)

0 -- •

III-lO
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IV. PLANETHODEL

The planet model £s composed o£ three types of data and @qua-
CLone. These are: (1) oblate planet 8eomotry and constants, (2)
an armor,hare model that computs_ atmospheric pressure, dens£ty,
temperature, and speed of sound, and (3) a 8ravitational model
that computes the Srav£tational accelerations. The user selects
the appropriate models and £npute the corresponding data. The
input data and the equations used in these models are described
helms.

Oblate Spheroid

The 1960 Fisher Earth model is prelosded into the program.

This model £s defined by the equatorial radius _, the polar

radius _, the rotation rate tip, the 8ravitatLonal constant
p, and the second, third, and fourth gravitational harmonics,
J2, J3, and J_, respectively. The stored values for these
comJtants are:

- 2.0925741 x 107 ft,

Rp - 2.0855590 x 107 ft,

tip = 7.29211 x 10"s radls,

- 1.4076539 x 10 Is ft3/s 2,

J2 = 1.0823 X 10-3,

J3 " O,

J_ - O.

The constants J3 and J_ are preloaded as zero, but can be £n£-
tial£sed by input. For example, if the Sm£thsonian Earth model
is desired, then those constants vould be input as

J2 " 1.082639 x 10-3 ,

J3 " -2.$65 x 10-6 ,

J_ - -1.608 x 10"6,

, - 1.407645794 x 1016 ft3/e 2,

IV-1
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,.. m

_p = 7.29211515 x 10"_ red/i,

= 2.092566273 x 107 ft,

ILp ,' 2.08550242 x 107 Et.

Tb,e 8eonmtry of tll£s sphero£d Is 111usCrar.ed in £18ure [V-1.
-i The pertinent equations related to this model are

,, .. 0o)

J. h - r I - Rs ,

where Oc is the geocentric latitude. Cg is the geodetic lati-

;, cude, _1 £s the tnercial longitude, 0 is the relative longi-

tude with respect to the planet, r I is the distance from the

center of the planet co the vehicle, R is the distance from
the" center of the planet co the planet surface, and h Is the

" dlstance from the planet surface to the vehlcle.

m
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'"" Gravitational Model

_: The irevitational model tncludee optionally second, third,
and fourth harmonic terms. The potential function for this model

: 10"

° [ ) 0 )z 3 3z

g - _ 5_ 30 + (zv.,2)r _9- _

IV-3
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The Sravtt&tional scceleraCions calculaCed from Chte poCentisl
function are:

3U

_xI"- N
x

--._P (,.r)

_U

: Gyi - - _y--_

., --, rL3 P (z. r) (_v-3)
._U

GZI = -

(_+_2<_._,@,+"v -_-,,2,____,"-;T

• ]
where x " x 1. Y = YI" z = z]_, r = r I, and

R- %/rI

Z - zi/_" I

J " J2

H = J3 (IV-4)

D= -_'J.

[ R3
' P (z, r) - 1 + JR2 (I - 5Z2) + H_-- (3 - 7 Z2)s

+ DR_ (gz" - 6Z2 +_

IV-4
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Atmosphere Models

POST has the optional capability of three atmospheric models--
"" the general table lookup, the 1962 U.S. standard atmosphere, and
.,, the 1963 Patrick AFB atmosphere usins polynominale. The general

Cable lookup model gives the user the flexibility of inputins his
own atmospheric model if none of the preloaded models is adequate.

:i This is particularly useful in performing trajectory analysis for
planets other than EaFth. The parameters required co define the

.. atmospheric effects are the acmospherlc pressure p. atmospheric

density 0. speed of sound Cs, end atmospheric temperature

; T. These parameters are functions of the oblate altitude h.

Table lookup a£mosphere model.- The table lookup atmosphere
_! model ca_ be defined entirely by usins tables Chat show pressure,
; temperature, speed of sound, and density as functions of altitude.
: The speed of sound and density tables can be omitted if desired;

in this case, the speed of sound and density are computed_as

_' C
: S

o=K2 p• T P

:' where

M0

" M0
_,_ ., K2 = R-.-_

y = ratio of specific heats

-_,:,,, M0 = molecular weisht

R_ = universal 8as constant.

i_ 1962 U.8. standard atmosphere model.- The 1962 U.S. stand-
. erd atmosphere model is siven as a function of 8eopotential alti-

tude ( Ha), which £s computed as

RAh
's" Rx + h' <xv-6)

lV-$
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1

h = oblate altitude.

The molecular scale temperature, TN, is defined by a series

of linear sepnts (LM) as a function of seopotential altitude

(",)"
> The corner points connecting the straight-line seNnts are

.! referred to as bess altitudes (HB), base temperatures (TMB).

'::: etc. From a table of base altitudes, base temperatures, and

_: dTddlt (L_) (the slope within the linear segments), the tempera-
ture at any desired altitude can be calculated from the following

_._,: equation:

. % ( -.,).:_ TM TMB + HS
!i':

Values of PB' TMB' and % versus HB are presented intable IV-1.

The atmospheric pressure" is determined as follows:

P = PB exp for sesmenUs wlth % _ 0, a_d
,(zv-8)

[ '0" {s'Hs)]e - es exp - R* ._- for sesments.ith N " 0,

where PB is the base pressure correspondin8 to the given base
altitude H . These base pressures can be calculated once the

'/- 8

, :," ass-level pressure, P0' and the temperature profile have been

,,.. specified.

" !

7'

._ IV-6
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Hevin 8 calculated the temperature and preSsure_ the demJicy,

p, speed of sound, Cs, and atmospheric viscosity, JJA' are.
,_, decermined as follows"

. P

%-( ,.-,,
13TM3/2

PA " TM 4" S '

where SO is the acceleration of gravity ac sea level, M0 is
the molecular weisht of air at sea level, R* is the gas con-
stant, ¥ t8 the ratio of specific heats, and B and S a_e
Sutherland t s constants.

H0 " 2"8.9644

J
R* - 8.33.432x 103 (OK) (kg.mol)

y " 1.40
(IV-IO)

B " 1.458 x 10 -6 kgsec m (°Z)

S - 110.4°I_ " 198.72°R

80 - 9.80665 m/see 2 - 32.174 £t/sec 2.
'\

In the 1962 U.S. standard atmosphere, the molecular weiBht
varies with altitude above approximately 90 kin; in POST the molec-
ular wsisht is aastmmd constant, resulting in a slisht discrepancy
above 90 km. In the 1962 U.S. standard atmosphere, $eometric a!ti-
rude is transformed to geopotential altitude, which i8 used throash -
out. Thtw, above 90 kin, a constant slope o£ molecular scale tem-
perature versus Feopotential altitude is used instead of the con-
stant slope of temperature versus geometric altitude.

IV-7
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. TADLE IV-1.- 1962 U. S. STANDARDATMOSPEEI_ PROFILE

,- OR
_/ EB, £C _'B, psf TMB, I_iB, °R/ft

: 0.0 0.21162t66 + 4 518.67 -0.35661600 - 2
_! 36 089.239 0.47268050 + 3 389.97 0.0

65 616.797 0.11434543 _ 3 389.97 0.54863995 - 3
!ii 104 986.87 0.18128948 + 2 411.57 0.15361920 - 2
; 154 199.48 0.231( 263 + I 4_7.J7 0.0

S,.

:u 170 603.68 0.12_22603 + 1 487.17 -0.10972801 - 2
" 200 131.23 0.3_032532 + 0 454.77 -0.21945600 2

259 1.86.35 0.21673064 - i 325.17 0.0
_ 291 151.57 0.34333824 - 9 325.17 0.16953850 2
: 323 002.74 0.62_ 785 - 3 379.17 0.28345707 - 2
!" 354 753.59 0.15361733 - 3 469.17 0.56867005 - 2
_: 396 406.39 0.52676024 -- 4 649.17 0.11443751 - 1
:: 480 781.04 0.1.0566108 - 4 1 729.t7 0.86358208 - 2

512 046.16 0.7726"3469 - 5 1 999.17 0.57749093 - 2
:i 543 235.48 0.58405376 '5 2 179.17 0.40610461 - 2
_ 605 268.45 0.35246030 - 5 2 431.17 0.29274135 - 2
_ 728 243.91 0.14_ L24 - 5 2 791.17 0.23812804 - 2
,': 939 894.74 0.3941 _91 - 6 3 295.17 0.20152600 - 2
_ 1 234 6_5.7 0.84_0249 - 7 3 88_.17 0.16354849 - 2
_:i 1 520 799.4 0.22945_43 - 7 4 357.17 0.11010085 - 2
:_ 1 798 726.4 0.72259271 - 8 4 663.17 0.73319725 - 3
._ 2 068 776.5 0.24958752 - 8 4 861.17 0.0

>

L_ t

: i

IV-8
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1963 Patrick An atmosphere uetns polyno_nals.- In thisII I I

model, pressure sn_ temperature are calculated as functions of
_" geometric .altitude (k). These parameters are calculated in met-

_ tic units and converted to English units if required.

Pressure:

.... _ 1) Altitude reg£o_ _ 0 to 28 000 meters

P " P1 exp (A + kl h + A2 h2 + A3 h3 + Aq h_ + A5 h 5) '_

:, where PI - 10.0 Ne_ons/cm2;

2) Altitude region - 28 000 to 83 0_4 meters:

p - 80 x i0-_ exp (A + A I h + A2 h2 + A 3 h3 + A_ h_ + As h5);

3) Altitude region - 83 004 to 90 000 meters:

/ -1.373 1.3 lo12 h - hB
er _r" PB e_ _TB (6344860 + h) (6344860 + he)/"

4) Altitude region - 90 000 to 700 000 meters:

1.373301523 x 1012 )Ln (P) " Ln (PB) + Lm (6344-'48_ (63_0 �kB)

ZV-9
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Temperature •

1) Altitude region = 0 to 10 832.1 meters:

T = T* = A + A1 h + A?. h2 + A3 h 3 + A_+ h _ + A.+, h5;

2) Altitude region - I0 832.1 Co 83 004 meters:*

:" T = A + A l h + A, h" + A3 h i + Ak h b + A 5 h5;

+° 3) Altitude region " 83 004 CO 90 000 meters:
,f ....

" + (h - %). czv-z2>

+ However, in chls region _ = 0, and thus

T = TB = 180.650K;

4) AiCicude reglon - 90 000 Co 700 000 meters:

T - TM - TMB + L (,,- hl))."[ m

', Density:

i) Altitude region m 0 to 28 000 meters:

o = _t exp (A + A t h + A+_h/ + A3 h 3 + A,,h4 + A._h5);

2) AIcitude region = 28 000 co 700 000 meters: (IV-13)

• p

0 = (34.83676) _.

*Virtual temperature is the same as kinetic temperature
above t:he 10 832.1-meter altitude.

•" IV-lO
W

• • "++........ " " • +.." :+,rA-- ........ " ............ "+ ......... " _ L"+ "," ",+ "+' ,+ 3 ......... ;+......... ++

___+_+++L_. ....... -" -+,:;= _+', • • "" _:\+++_...._ ..... _ ____ _ _ ........... ++-++_+.+_,
..... +-- o .... ., +-.,..--..--- ° +++ o o...... ° _-
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TABLEIV-3.- 1963 PATRZCKAFB NOLBCULAR
12_iPERATUR,l_PKOFJCLEMiD GRADZENTPROFILE

m

%. k.* _Ms' ox x,m.o_k_
' 90 180.65

"- 3.0
• 100 210.65
._ .5.0

110 260.65
; 10.0

120 360.65
_ 20.0
;" 150 960.65
: 15.0

E : 160 I 3.10.65
_ 10.0
i L _ 170 i 210.65
',. 7.0
_ii 190 i 350.65

5.0
230 1 550.65

%
_ 4.0
! _" 300 1- 830.65

E 3.3
_* _, 400 2 160.65

500 2 420.65
! o

L:_ 1.7
: 600 2 590.65
: 1.1

700 2 700.65

i*_ *AZtLtude ranse: 90 000 to 700 000 meters.

j

II/-13
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Prueure and density rectos:

Altitude region - 0 Co 700 000 meters:

°o (Iv-14)

'tPR "_o'

Velocity of sound:

VS = (20.046707) (T) _. (IV-15)

_e atmosphere model-derived _oefficients are presented in
able LV-2. _e melecular temperature gradient is documented in
_able IV-3 for geometric a]tltudes from 90 to 700 km.

Winds

The atmospheric wind velocity components are input in tabZes
using either meteorological or vector notation. If these tables.
which are normally functions of oblate altitude, are not input,
then the atmosphere is assumed co'rotate uniformly with the
planet.

The wind velocity components can be input directly in the

geographt,' frame by defining u_, VW, and _W' or by defining

t,,__inds_ed (Vw),tl,__Ind,,_imuth(Azw_,_ndthewlnd
azimuth bias (Azw_ The resulcin 8 wind veJocitv components ins . "

q /

the G-frame are:

•vw <h)co,(Azw(h)+ AZ_)-

v_o.% <h_,in(AzW<h>+5_) <_V-_6_

ww (h)

IV-14
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It is clear from the above equation that in order to input vector

wind dace AZWB must be input as zero, whereas for meceorolosic
date Che preloadod value of 180" should be used.

The wind velocity in the ECI frame is then given by

_W[ " [IG]-I YWG (ZV-17)

Thus, ohm atmospheric r+laCive velocity v.cCor in the ECI frame
is

-_At" X_ - _p _ _t - Yw1 (xv-ls)
and i_e masnttude is +iven by

VA "_AI ',_AI (IV-19)

IV-15

.............................. _ +_d
I "'" I+1 i : + +" " - + ":" + ........... "++ ...........
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V. VEHICLg MODEL

The various physical properties of the vehicle are modeled
by the. user when he selects the pertinent options from the set of
vehicle simulation modules. The equations used in these modules

_- ere presented below.

i,i. Hags Properties Model
! •

The gross wei$ht of the vehicle at the beginning of each
: phase is given by

WG -Wst S + Wpld, (V-l)

where Ust 8 is 8ross weight without payload and Wpld is the pay-
load weight. For phases other than the first, the gross weight
can optionally be computed as

+ = W;WG " WjetC - WPR' iV-2)

• where WG is the gross weight on the positive side of the cur-

rent event, W is the gross.weight on the negative side of the

i _ current event, Wjett is the Jettison weight, and WpR is the
i weight of propellant remaining. These options are obtained au-
i_ -.. tomatically, based on user input.

The propellant remaining is given by

WpR- Wet-Wec, Cv-3)
!

where Wpt is the initial wetaht of propellant end Wpc is the_.,_
_r

_ smoun_ of p:opellent consumed. This letter term is siren by
i ,.

,,0. f, +%
whore W Is the total rate of chenae of the veh£cle's weLght.

_. V-1
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:, The composite Inertia matrix is input with respect to the
; _ body axis system whtch Jr, located at the inetzmraneous composite 4
r center of gravity of the vuhtcl_.* In 6D POST. the momenta and

products of Inertia .ru ,h:fine, I a_ the £nUogr.l_
:'y

,. Ixx - _y:' + z:' dv Ixy -_ xy ,Iv

•-i...... " " Sx_ d_ (V-5)-- lyy SX_' + z' dv [XZ

I - _x"+y" dv t -_yz dr. (V-5)_" ZZ yz

The inertia matrix is then given by

xx xy, xz

: [_] - -t i -x , (v-_)
: xy yy yz

-I -[ I
. xz y_ zz

: _- ___ and is generally input as a function of the weight of the vehicle.

' The compostte center of gravity is referenced with respect

to the vehicle reference i zame, and cite components ix ' Ycg' zcg_l
ave generally input as a futlction of vehicle l,elght._ cg

= PropuJ sion Calculations

6U POST can simulate both rocket and Jet engines. Th_ pro-

Rr-m can simulate up to 15 ongilie_ in either mode.

:. Rock____etengines.- There are two input options for engine data
_: in the rocket mode. In the firut option, tables for vacuum thrust
.. and maximum weight flowrate are input for each engine. In the

_ second option, tables for vacuum thrust are input, along with the
vacuum specific impulse for each engine. The vacuum specific i_,-
pulse is then used to calculate the mass flowrate.

_ '. The rocket thrust per +_ngine is given hv

,/

TRi = ," 1' - AE p(h), (V-7),", , vac i i

D

*In 6D POST the center of gravity is assumed to coincide
with the center of mass.

" V-2
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where n is the throttle setting, Tvaci is the vacuum thrust

of the i th engine, _ is the nossle exit area, and p(h) is the

atmospheric pressure. Sunning over all engines yields the total.
rocke_ thrust

N
eng

. , (v-s)
TR _ TRi

i=l

where Neng is the number of thrusting engines, and Hang < 15.

' The weight [lo_rrate in the rocket mode is given by

-n x t

_ i-i (v-9)

• -n va SPree i
.:. i 1

_" Jet ShRines.- In the Jet engine _ode the net Jet thrust per
engine is given by

_a_ . f(., n), (.v-l_))i-/i

where

6 - p(h)/ps L

• V-3

_ I
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• Tj c: and _- N) is a monovariant table. The total Jet thrust is then

: given by
N

.. ens

,_-,]_,<",/('_,.II'_/_,l• <v.,,>
1-1

_,.

: The weight flotntace in the Jet engi_ mode is

_._ _ ,,_)_(T_
The thrust equation for each engine i._ given by

"_os 6e cos 6e
Pi Y[

!_. _TBI TBI sin 6ey i (V-I,3)

- cos 6e sln 6e
:_ Yl Pl

m

J where the pitch and yaw engine deflecclon angles 6e and Se
i :: P Y• are defined in Figure V-l.

.t,.

.e

YB

.,_ zB

':: ' Figure V-I .- Engine Oimbal Angles

V-4

t
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• Aerodynamic Calculetl_._ _ .

"- The aerodynamic force coefflcienCs can be expressed in terms

+_ of the llft, drag, and slde-force coefficients CL, CD, and

,- Cy (fig. V-2), where__ and CD. are directed normal to, and

along the v_locity projection in, the xB-Zg plane. Note chat

: _ produces a side-force, F_B , acting in the direction of YB"

+,' Lift and drag force coefficients are transformed to axial
and normal force coeffici_nts as follows:

+-+;. . , (v-14)

._ Lain a Cos L

_= where a is the angle-of-attack.

CN

-_+ ___L

.... CA

° + _ Horizontal plane .___

,g

,t _A "

i_ Figure V-2.- Aerodynamic Angles ..

;' The aerodynamic coefficients can a_so be expressed in terms

_ of the axial force, normal forced and side force, CA , _, and

.... _, respeeti_ely. Here CA and _ produce forces that act tn
,o

the -X.B and -S B directions, and _ produces a force acting

_, along YB'
+.

/_ V-$

• + + ,+

+ " + • o " + o _, ++
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Each aerodynamic coefficient is computed by £utetpolatin$
the values in the table. In general_ eisht tables are allocated
to each coefficient. These tables can be-monovariant, bivariant,
or trivariant, and seven tables per coe_ficient can have arbi-

t_ary hollerith mnemonic multipliers. Thi_ generality enables
all standard forms of aerodynamic data to be directly input into

the program.

The aerodynamic force coefficients are obtained by sunning
"/ the individual contributions as follows:

3

• = + CA(_,,M) + CA _a + 6e + 6r + CA 6£i, (V-l$)
CA CAO 6a CA6e CA6r 6fi

3

6fi,(v-16)
CN + CN(a,M ) + CN _a + 6e + _6r 6r + CN_fl" = CNO _a CN_e iffil

or optionalty

3

_,j 6fi, (V-17)
CD = CD0 + CD(a,M ) + CI).a 6a + CD_ e 6e + CD6r 6r + i=l CD6fl

6fi, (V-18)
CL + CL(a,M ) + CI _a + 6e + _r + CL6fi= CL0 "_a CLue CL6r ill

and

- �Cy(6,M)+ Cy. 6a + 6e + Cy6 r 6r _ZCy6fl 6fi.

(V-19)
Cy CYo _a CY6e i=I

The aerodynamic moment coefficients are given by:

C£ " C_o + C£(_,N) + Ci,6a 6a + C_6 e 6e +. C_ r 6r

, (V-20)3

+_C_ _It + C_ r' + C_ p'
t=1 6fi r' p'

: V.-6
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Cm = + Cm(a,M) + 6a '_e + 6reros C"_a ��T�ˆ�P�Cm_r

(v=21)
- + Cm6fi 6fI-+-C-q,q',t=1

}

cn= cn + Cn(_,_) +Cn6a _a+C 6e+ cn 6r: n_e 6ri o

_,: _ (V-22),. + Cn 6f i + Cnp pt + Cn,r, rt,_" i=l 6f:L '

" vhere 8f i, i = 1,2,3, ale arbitrary user defined deflection
.. ana_es; and
:-.

_... _.,- pd_VA"_R/2vA

.. q' . qdp/2vA- _oydp/2vA
m

.. _, - ,%/2v,. _._/2vA.
"_ The Math _umber and dynamic pressure are 8£ven by:

!.

;,_ V A

,. (v-:_a)

, q 7oVa,! !'.

,'._,.- where o is the atmospheric density, VA Is the velocity of the

!_: vehicle with respect co the atmosphere, and CS Is the speed of

':. sound, These atmospheric parmnet.ers are determined from the arms-
.;. spheric models as • function of the altitude h above the oblate
,,'. spheroid; I.e.,

0 = 0(h)

Cs = Cs(h)

:. p = p(h) (V-24)

z - T(h),

: V-7
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The angle of attack in pitch (_) and the angle of sideslip
(B) required to determine the aerodynamic coefficients are
calculated as follows:

Fsin al
a = tan "1 L_-_r_J

=_an-1L_o--_-_j,

(V-2S)

C08 _ m _,

sin S "--
"A

.
C08 B =

vA.
The total angle of attack i8

(_ m cos _VAB_A) _, (V--26)

The aerodynamic forces in the body frame are

. q s I'_[. .Cv-27>

L-4J
where q is the d_tc pressure and S is the rafermlce 8re8.

Aerohcatin8 Calculations.

6D POST provides for a wide variety of aeroheatin8 calculations.
Some of these options are specific in nature and apply only to
particular vehicles, whereas others are quite general. The gen-
eral heat rate option is based on trivariant table interpolation
and provides complete flexibility with regards to vehicle shape
and heat-transfer methodology. The various heat rate equations
are descrt.bed below.

V-8
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_' Heat rate equations.-

i) .Chapman's equations. In this calculation the heat rate
is 8iven by

" where _ is the nose radius, 0 is the atmospheric density,

and VC is the reference circular orbital velocity.

2) General table lookup. This heat rate is Riven by

" Qt (xl, x2, x3), (v-zg)

where x 1, x 2, and x 3 can be any Internally computed variables.
For example, the values tha_ would normally be selected are x I = _,

X2 " h, and x 3 = VR.

3) Hodified Chapman's equation. Here the heat rate is given
by

Q" Qt (x-l,x2, x3)%, (v-30)

Is an arbitary table and Qc is the standard Cha_ma_tawhere- Qt
equat ion.

4) Turbulent-flow heat..rate. The turbulent-flow heat rate
is given by

,2a__3"181.
.... _Os_I lO_ (v-31)

$) ldaxi_ canterltne heatina. The equations for this mechod
are 'Siva,below in sequence.

a) Altitude-velocity correction" .,

,o,[,.o,,,,.,.,,,,,
.,,..o,o(v_:o_l__,o..,,(,:o_),]_,-.,

.. ('_°t'-"."°'°('d°_/'jhre f - h + Ah.

V-9 i
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_ b) Maximum centerline heat rate at reference conditions"

-- if hre f > 103 600 m:

�,.,o_6(h,.dlofl,-,-,,,._-,, (, .:.o_)_,- ,].1.4ol,6
-- if hre f _< 103 600 m;

:;. _(V-33)

::'; qref " i0_[7115"39692 " 34 881.]3S88 hre:O 5 + 69 844.2S141

. re

- c) Angle of attack correction:

:: _x,a r._ax,a=50° = [_n (x)] 2,

" where

_ x _ 102 [0.01136 + 0.0134"3 a/l'O 2 + 1.42672 (_/t02) _ - 0.75623
'" (V-_)

" (a/i02)s] + 0.3053S (a/f02)2 - 1.06269 (a/102)3.
_-

° d) Haximum centerline heat rate:
,.

(,-,)
. In addition Co the heat rate calculations, the program also
' provides the capability to calculate other aeroheacing indicators
; that can be used for trajectory shaping purposes.

Aerodynamic heating tndtcat_)rs.- The heating rate for zero

' total angle of attack a T is

,': (_ -- q VA. (V-36)
,/

_ !

V-lO

w
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The serody_snie heatLns__ndLeator for zero total anBle of attack
is

q - S _ dr. (v-37)
0

The heating tndicacor for non-zero ansles of attack is
given by

Q" - / _ (a', M) Q de, (V-38)
0

where

f (a', H)-(1 +_M 2 sin 2 a')$/7K,

I.'-t,( )'JlK " 1 --M2 - 1 4- 7 M2 sln2 a" 2/ _.

and

a" " oz _ for a < O:

Q_ ',Q"

a" _ a 1 O°

for a >

q_ q"
Iv-39)

a" :' I,or,<O.Qz_ Q"

. for 8 _ 0 °.

Qi q"

V-.Jl

' ..... ° " " _ ° _.... ':1_: ;°_:_;"_T _ _llr'rT_l, I
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i The-heating indicator for laminar flow is calculated as

' Qlam = 17 600 KaT de, . . (V..._0)
0

: where

MM

KotT f (aT). (V-41)

. The heating indicator for turbulent flow is calculated as

/ / /_4o.,/v_)3..i" _ Qturb " 1500 K de (V-._2),zT _OO/ _ lO 000

", Ten-Panel Vehicle Haatin S Model.- Special aeroheating calcu-
lations are available for a ten-panel vehicle model. The he'ating

: ratios are referenced to the heat rate calculation. The total
hea_ for each panel is given by

Q_"_i Q' (v-_3)
i-: F

where Q is the total heat and HRt is the heat ratio for panel

i. The weight for each panel is the product of the weight per
t_it area and the area of the panel. The total weight is the sum
of the individual weights for each panel-

10

':.. i=l

where WuAt is the weight per unit area and At is the area
- of the ith panel.

V-X2
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Sensor Hodule

The sensor module computes information chat describes the
behavior of the sensing ule_ents of the vehicle's navigation sys-
tem._ Thus, tile primary func_onal responsibility of the module
is that of si_ulatins hardware characteristics of sensors. For
example, the behavior._f an inertial measurement unit (IHU) can
be described by a mathematical model of tl;e platform and the ac-
celerometers. Frequently this module is used for error analysis
purposes.

Sensor models called by this module are nece_sarily vehicle
i and subsystem dependent. As a consequence, the sensor model must

te designed and implemented for each particular application.

There are many applications of the program chat do not re-
quire _ specific simulation of the se_sors. Therefore, foc con_-
venience, a "perfect" sensor model is coded into this routine.
This "perfect" sensor model sets-the sensed program variables
equal to their actual values a_ calculated in the simulation
models.

Navigation )_dule-

The function of the navigation model is to estimate the state
(position, velocity, ecc) of the vehicle based on the sensor out-
puts. Clearly, this module is also vehicle and subsystem depen-
dent and must be designed end implemented for each specific ap-
plication. This version of the pro&ram contains no navigation
models. As a consequence, the estimated state is set equal to
the actual state. This is equivalent to simulation of perfect
navigation.

Guidance Nodule '

The suidence module takes the output of the navigation model
and computes • guidance connand. Typically, the guidance com-
mand represents a desired change in the current attitude of the
vehicle. This command is computed on the basis of meeting some
specified trajectory condition, such as, inject conditions or
landing conditions. The autopilot is designed to remove the er-
rors between the commanded values of the guidance variables and
their a@tual (or sensed) values. This is accomplished by deflect-

ins en$ines, control surfaces, and/or firing RCS Jets.

V-13
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The current version of 6D POST contains three preloaded

guidance options: (1) an open-loop profile steering; (2) a closed
loop v-h profile ascent algorithm; and (3) the constant drag Sputa
Shuttle reentry scheme (ref. H-l). If these methods are inade-
quate, the user may imp_ement hts own guidance algorithm into this
module.

Autopilot Module

The function of the autopilot module is the generation of a
com_mnd, which, when implemented through the deflection equations
contained in the controls module, causes the vehicle to respond
as prescribed by the guidance module. This functional responsi-
bility is depicted in Figure V-3.

i i i

Hodale: _ , 14odels_ _ Controll uodel

I) V Ve h profile J _r" -J 11 Shuttle ascent J _ " 6-0+ IN) 6..0

2) Shu.1.,o.t.J t _. a) shuttlerc..t.]
Actual or sensed_ To airframe
vehicle 8cete, a.8.. modal
agceler_tlon, attitude,
attitude rate

from Simulator

Nomenclature:

- Guidance command
--C

O - Actual or sensed values of guidance variables-a

e - Generalize error signal

6B - Pitch, yaw, and roll autopilot command

-- Deflection (engine or aerodynamic _urfaces) angles
i ,i i • • i i i

Figure V-3.- Functional Flow

V-14
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The auCopiloC module calculator only sutopilot commands
based on the input guldanca commands, nnd does not calculate en-

gine or centrex surface deflections. The angina and control sur-
face deflections are computed in the control_ module as a linear
function of the autoptlot conunands. The autoptloC commands 6_,
_. 6_ represent changes in vehicle attitude. The mixing equa-
tions determine the engine and costtrol surface deflections that
create the control forces and moments.

Currently, there are rye Space Shuttle uutopilot models avail-
able in 6D POST. One autop/lot is for ascent and the ocher fur
reentry. The ascent autopilot is somewhat standard and could be
used on most ascent probl_ns rich little or no modification. The

basic inputs to this model are: attitude commands from the guid-
ance, inertial attitude angles, body rotational rates, transla-
tional accelerations, and praloaded engine deflect_nn commands.
The outputs are pitch, yav, and roll sutopiloc cmmands, _¢hich
are sent to the controls module to determine the engine deflec-
tion angles. The reentry autopilot £s Space Shuttle oriented and
is probably not applicable to other vehicle configurations. This

._ model is tntende¢ to provide attitude control for Space Shuttle
beginning at approximately 400,O00-ft altitude and ending in the
high subsonic flight regime. The control logic makes use of both
aerodynamic control surface torques and reaction control Jets. b
complete description of this model is presented in ref. H-2.

Controls _fodel

The controls model converts pitch, yaw, and roll autoptlot
commands into aerodynamic control surface deflection angles and/

. ....... or engine gimbal angles. The conversion of the autoptloc com-
mands into deflection angles is implemented through the matrix
mixing logic given by the equation

where 6 denotes a general deflection angle rich a null post-

Cton of _.0, (M] the mlxtng gains, and 6_ the autopilot com-

mands. The gains contained in the mixing matrix, [H], and the
null deflecclons, _, are specified by user input.

V-15
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The standard aarodynamic surface deflecclon mixing _quatlons
used in the program ere

_. 6_° + KR_o_ + KP_e_ + KY^o_ (V-47)
0 O • O

6R - 6_o + Y_R6r6_ + KP6r 60 + KY6r 6_, (V-48)

and the standard engine deflection angle mixing equations are
similarly

; 6epi - 6epie + KP6p 6e + KR6p 6_, (V-49)

6e - 6e + KY6y 6_ + g£6y _' (V-S0): Yi Yio

. where 6_, _;, and 6¢ are the pitch, yaw, and roll autopilot
• :"' call, ands.

Airframe Modal

The airframe model computes the total thrust and moments
ri' " acting on the vehicle. The forces and moments are computed from

the engine and aerodynamic deflection anglos and the RCS thrust
and moments.

• The nongrav_.tational force acting on the vehicle is computed
in the body frame as

_, zB"-%+_F_+_Rcs' <V-Sl_

, where F_ B is the total force due to the engines, _FAg is the

total force due to aerodynamic effects, and FRCS is the total

., force resulting from the reaction-control system. Similarly,
the total moment acting on the vehicle is computed as

"_ +-"As+-%ca" cv-52>
The thrust vector components for both rocke_ and Jet engines

O

are determined from the thrust magnitude TRi or Tjt and the

engine gimbal angles _epi and 6ey i The total thrust _orce

_'! in the body frame is given by"

V-16
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_B " _ _r.i' (v-s3)i-1

where the Indlvldual ensLne components, _TBt' are given by

cos 6e cos 6e
Pi Yl

= sin 6e . (V-54)
-_I'B£ TE l Yt

-cos _c sin 6e
Yt Pl

For roll nozzles, the thrust vector is given by

cos 6e cos 6e
Pi Yi

F_TBi = [K] TRi sln 6ey£ (V-55)

-cos _ey i sin 6epi

where for a roll nozzle the deflection matrix [K] is given by

1 0 0

• K - 0 c_i s% (v-56)

0 -e_ i c_i

where

_£ = Xnput value

or

_t 8P 8P£

V-17
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The thrust moments are obtained by summinB the thrust moments
" for each enslne as follows:

Nan s

N_ "'L_ h. x %Tt (v-57)
t.=1

.- where

_--RBTi " (Ygp, " Ycg) (V-58)

- lz - Zcg )gPi

The aerodynamic forces and moments are given _y:

• - '--C;: AXB

Z,,_" 'A,_s" qs _ ' (v-sg)

L",zL i--C_

-_- and

"dRa,-]A, j

.: gAB = q$ dp Cm i ,-FAB x ARAB (V-60)

d¥ Cnl

where
m m

-,Xre f - Xcg

'_ A-R-AB= (Yref - Ycg " (V-61)

q

,.. - (_ref - "cg

:- The aerodynamic reference polnt (Xref' Yref' Zref) Is
calculated from tabular input.

The RCS forces and moments are computed in the autoptlot
:._ model and are merely added to obtain the resultant force and mo-
" ment vectors.

. V-t8
E
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VI. TRAJECTORYSIMULATION

The follovln8 sections presen_ the eq_tions used in the
'. trajectory simulation subroutines. Thes_equetlons 8uaunarlse the
• principal computations performed by the program, and motivate many

of the program input procedures.

,_ Events/Phases

•- Simulatlon data are input according to phase, where the
' phases ere defined by s user-specified sequence of events. The

i: simulation equations are then solved sequentially by phase,
Therefore, the user is required to input a sequence of trajectory

,: segments that define the problem being simulated from beginning
: to end. These trajectory segments, or phases, are defined by

': _o events--a beginning event and an ending event. An event is
an interruption of the trajectory simulation that oCcurs when a

.fi user-speclfled variable reaches a user-speclfled value. An event
" must be created whenever the user wishes co change any input data

for the problem or to cause any change in the method of simulating
the problem. For example, the sequence of events for a typical

: ascent problem could result in a simulation setup slmilar to that
_' shown in figure V_-l.

f 9
• 8

! 2

• [ Zv_t D_r_tt_

" | 1 klftofi

Z Initiate pitch rate tct zOsee

i, 3 Initiate pit_ _tt 2 it _ Jec
l 4 Initiate pltc_ ran 3 at _ aec

_, $ Initiate aqle of attack control at 75 ace
6 Jettison atnee I whon p_pell_t c_eumed

"; 7 Initiate pitch rate 4 20 c_ _ter atqin8
/' 8 In/titre y_ rata I 1_ see after _ent 7

' 9 Orbit tnJectlon at inertial velocity of 25 568.0 fpa

Flb_re VI-1.- Event Sequence Setup
--J

- Vl-1

/.

'J v ";" -

............. _- -- :- ........"-__ ........ _i,"l--l,........... I i'll .... II I '71
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The event numbers for a given problem must be spec_fied as
real numbers by the user in monotonic increasing order. These
event numbers are then used by the program to determine the order
in which the events are to occur. The program requires that each
problem have a minimum of two events--an initial event and a final _1

event. Since a phase is initiated by the corresponding event, the
event criterion for a given event specifies the conditions at the
beginning of the oo_esponding phase. A problem is terminated

by specifying the last event that is to occur. The problem can
also be terminated in a psuedo-abort mode by specifying the maxi-
mum trajectory time, maz_mum altitude, or minimum altitude.

AlthoUgh event numbers must be monotonic increasing, they
need not be consecutive. This allows the user to easily add or
delete events from an input deck.

Three types of events have been defined to provide flexibility
-in setting up a given problem:

1) Primary events - These describe the main sequential
events of the trajectory being simulated. These events

must occur, and must occur in ascending order according
to the event number. Most problems will usually be
simulated by a series of primary events;

2) Secondary events - These are events that may or may not
occur during the specified trajectory segment. Secondary
events must occur in ascending order during the interval
bounded by the primary events. The occurrence of a
primary event will nullify the secondary events associated

• with the previous primary event if they have not already
occurred;

3) Roving primary events - These events can occur any time
after the occurrence of all primary events with smaller
event numbers. They can be used to interrupt the tra-
Jectory on the specified criterion regardless of the
state of the trajectory or vehicle.

The program monitors as many as ten events at a time, depend-
ing on the _ypes of events to determine which event is to occur
next. This gives the user a powerful tool for simulating complex
problems.

Vl-2
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• Multiple events are monitored in the following sequence:

1) The next primary event is monitorGd;

2) As many as nine primary roving events are then monitored,
............................. -_revided there are no secondary events. A roving pri-

: mary event is added to the• list of those being monitored
as soon as the primary event immediately preceding that

• roving event has occurred;

= 3) Next, as many as nine secondary events are monitored,
provided there are no primary roving events. (Note that
caution mtmt be exercised when using secondary events
Because of their nature. Since as many as nine sec-
ondary events are monitored st a time, any one of those
nine w_ll occur as soon as its criterion has been met.
Because they are secondary events, the event that occurs
will cancel all secondary events with smaller event
numbers.);

4) Finally, a total of nine primary roving and secondary
events are monitored.

Since the program can only monitor nine events (in addition
to the next primary event), the sum of the primary roving events
and the secondary events must be less than or equal to nine or a
fatal error will result.

The time-to-go model (TG_M) determines when the events
occur during the trajectory simulation. Basically, TG_M checks
the values of the crit_rion being monLtored at each integration

• step, If none of the _riterion values has bracketed the desired
° cutoff value, then another integration step is taken. If ait
:- criterion variable is bracketed with the input step size, then

i TG_M computes a new stepsize equal to the predicted time-to-8o.

The p_edicted time-to-so for each event is computed from the
equation

At* - - y2(t)/(y(t + At) - y(t)) (V%-l)

i where y(t) is the difference between the actual and the desired
_ value of the event criterion. If more than one event is bracketed,
: then the minimum predicted time-to-go is used as the integration

_: stepstse. This process is repeated until the criterion value is

Vl-3
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within the specified tolerance of the desired value. If the
desired condition cannot be achieved in 20 iterations,..an e_ror
message is printed and the program stops. Generally this situa-
tion is caused by an input.error. The fundamental features of

the tlme-to-go logic are shown in figure. _2 .....

Figure VI-2.- Illustration of Time-to-Go Logic

Translational Equations

The translational equations of motion are solved in the

planet-centered inertial coordinate system. These equations are

where --_B iS the thrust acceleration in the body frame, _AB

is the aerodynamic acceleration in the body frame, and 2[ is

the gravitational acceleration in the ECI frame.

VI-4
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Initiali:etion.o There are five options for initializing

the veiocity vector and two options for initialising the position ........

vector .... These options are described below .....
i

Inertial position components (xI, YI' zI)'" The inerti_t-

: position components _an be input directly since no transformation
is required.

•:..: _.h-releti_opos.lon.(°:ore,% or.*..S'horr).-_:nthis
: option the equations vary and the sequence of calculation varies

accor_.ing to the choice of input. However, the basic equations
: used are:

01 = 0 + _p (t - to) if 0 is input,

_c= tan-1 ( k2 tan +8) if _g is input, (¥I°4)

r I = h + Rs (_c) if h is input,

:. and

: "cos-% cos e I"

:. r_! = r I cos ¢c sin O! (VI-5)

: sin ¢C .

• _nertlolvelocit_coco,ants(vn. vyI. vii).- _ese vari_les
can be input directly.

Inertial local horizontal (V I. 7 I, _I)'" The inertial com-

ponents in the horisontal frame are first transformed to the
Seosraphic frame as

, _I 1

I cos Yl e, _

_vlc- vI | cos _:.inAz: Cvl-s)
!

L-sin y!

: VI-5

v
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and then transformed to the ECI frame by

v__- [_G]-IVXG. (VX-7)

Earth-relative local horizontal (VR, _R' _R)'-The, EarZh-

-: relative velocity components are first transformed to the geo-
graphic frame as

, °°" 1
_vRG- vR | cos_Rsin Az CVI-8>

L-sin 7R

and then _ransformed to the ECI frame by

vl" [_G]-I_a +-p_ x_rI (Vl-9)

Atmospheric relative local horizontal (VA, YA' _A}'" The

atmospheric relative velocity components are first transformed

to the geographic frame as
m _ m

VAG- vA cos _A's_"AZA+IV_yc , _I-I0)

-sin YA I"WZG

• and then transformed to the ECI frame by

v_x.[_G]-IV_AG + ._x r_i (W-n)-p

Orbital parameters (hp, ha, i, _, _p, 8 ).- This option initializes
both position and velocity. The equations used to transform the
orbital parameter to the ECI position and velocity are_

!.

" VI-6
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rp = hp +

r a " ha +

a -(r a + rp)/2

• " (r a -rp)/lr + rp).

p O+_

(vz-12)
p a (I.- • 2)

H _p

r pl(1 + e _oeo)

0 1 sin t cos i 0

and

r =ru "-T

• _ = ein'1 (ll/rV)

[_ (vx-13)
_, = t.n 0 cos o 0 0 cos I -sin t.

0 1 0 sln i cos I .....

]'[cos _ -sln _ 0 cos y

sln _ cos _ 0 sln _"

0 0 1 0

Vl-?
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Rotational Equations

The rotational equations of _ution are solved in the body-
centered coordinate system. These equations are

• I [z] (vi-14)

_-B"[_]'liM-s"[[]-_B-_--Bx[_]_--B]' (VX-lS)

M-B" + + .'-Rcs
where e is a four dimen._tonal vector of quatern£on parameters,

[E] is--the quaternion matrix, w g is the inertial angular velocity

expressed in the body frame; _iB is the total external momen_ act-

ing in the vehicle as a result of the thrust, the KCS, and the
aerodynamic forces, and !I] is the inertia matrix for the compos-
ite vehicle. The [1] and [E] _tr£ces are given by

IXX- Ixy -.IXZ

: [_] " ";[x'Y iy,_. - _Yz (vi-16)

-IXZ -Iyz I_Z

-e 1 e2 e.

e 0 e2 -e,

_:,: [E] = (Vl-17)
e0 -e I e_

eQ .eI -e

The body races are defined below and illustrated in Figure

V I-3. _ xB
M M

- Roll body rate. The angular

x rate about the xB-axis in __ wdes/sac, x

- Pitch body rate. The angular

_Y rate about _he YB-axis in des/ _f [ ) f_ Y

sac ' _z

u - Yaw body retu. The angular rate

s about the zB-axls in des/set, z B
Figure Vl-3.- Body Rates

: V1-8 t
p

:!
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Initialization.- The rotational equations of motion are int-
tializ-ed--by-definins both the attitude ansles and the attitude
rates. There are three options for inltlallzin8 the attitude!
(1) inertial Euler angles| (2) relative Euler ansles; and (3)
aerodynamic Shales. There are three options for initislizins

"i':" the attitude rates: (1) body rates; (2) inertial Euler shale .....
rates and (3) relatlve Euler ans1es rates. Th8 attitude angles
are used to compute initial values of the quacernions in order

" to _iCialize equation VI-14. The rates are used Co initialize
i, the moment equations. The equations for these options are pre-

sente_ below.

men inertial Eu]er ansles are input the initial quater-
nion vector is siven

• ,: where the asterisk denotes quaternio_ multiplication and where

_i' ; (,_).oo.(0.s,_)+._.(0.,,_)k _-_,)

_hen aerodynamic angles are input, then the initial quater-
_ nion vector is siven by

:'; ,o"-"(_L)'._(,o_•_.1,;1,._.1-,,.1•._.1_),._1-%)*_.(-,o).

r

_ V1-9
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where

cO0) - e.os (45) + sln (45) J

"(¢4"cos(0._%_+s_,(O._,L)J
,1-0_)- oo+(0._,q ---" 10.__,,.1_ <_'">

: 1%/-oo,(0.5%) -._ (0.5%) j
eO) = cos 0.5o + (sin 0.5_) i

e(-8) ,, cos 0.5_ - (sin 0.$13) k

e(a) - cos 0.5a + (sin 0.Sa) J.

When relative Euler augles are input, then the initial quaCer-
nion vector is given

,o"e (_,,+)" .C,o_• o+!;_)". (o,). : (+_)._. (-,o)• ._<-,o_"
• eCg,) _ _eCe)* e(;), (VI-22)

where

. e(90) = cos (45) + sin (45) .I

._(-o_).oo,(o._%)- ,o (o._%)_ c_-_

._(o,). oo+(o._+_)+,_ (o._o,)
; (%).oo, (o._%)-.o (o._%) +

e(_) = cos 0.5_ + (sin 0.$_) k

e(O) = cos 0.50 + (sin 0.50) J

_eO) - cos 0.5_ + (sin 0.5_) i
/
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.. The available options for. initializins the momenC eqt_Cion
are:

1) Input _x' toy' % dirsctly

2) Input the inertial _uler angle races _I' _I' _J and csl-

¢ulaC@ btX, wy, wz via
n m m

_x -_I c°s _I cos e I - _I ein e 1

_y " 0I " _I sin _I (VI-2t) ,

,w _I cos _I ein e I + _I cos OI

3) Input the relative Euler angle rates _R' 0R' _R and

catculaCe _x' _y' _z vie

m_ - a+/cos _R OR + sin _R cos OR _R ' (VI-25)

to L c°s _R cos OR _R" sin _R OR

where

can *

and

Vl-ll

+., . • .... -+++;++++_:+'+.:__+_+:+++-+.++..:...+.:. +-:-+:......... +,_..... + ............................ _+.- --- ............. . ,+.,+,y............... ++__-+.-- +--

................... _'+.......................... _ :" +'_+;""+_;+ • .... • ++ u 0 '> +¢_+ +-+..... _I +-_ + + + '_'+ ......... +..... _t + • ,t_ + ,c,
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Intasra_ion Varisblem

The number of tntegralA computed during _ny particular phase
is de_ermXned from the options requested by the user. As a min--J_: -.

:J imum. the transJ.ation_l _qu_£ol'l_ of mo_Xon ar*_ integraf:ed to
gXve the position and v,,Ioclty of the coster _t" ma_n of the ve,=

: hie[e. The u_er may a]_o n_l_ct _ddi_iona[ vnriabio_ to b_ in-

. cograc_d. The onXy r,,.H_rl_:_ton £it thai:, no mor_ Lhan 40 In_gral_
can bQ compu_od por pha_e.

_,_:

--:(',,

' • VI-12

:-
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VII. AUXILIARY CALCULATIONS

In addition Co computing the basic variables, POST also com-
putes numerous auxiliary variables that are related Co: (1)
conic parameters, (2) tense calculations, (3) crackin$ data, (4)

analytic impact calculations, (5) velocity losses, and (6) veloc-
ity margins. The equations used to calculate these variables are
presented below.

Conic Calculations

The followin8 Keplerian conic variables aze computed.

VI2 __
S energy, _----.r I

a semimaJor axis, -_/25

h angular momentum, IL 1 x _i I

p semilatus rectum, h2/_

• eccentricity, /]1 - p/a]

AV velocity required to circularize orbit, 4A_ * _V, where

_h " h_/h

sex"_x/rl

- (_/r_l_%

i inclination, co.'l.{h,/h)

lonsitude of ascendins node, cos -1 (_! * _O)' where

VII-1
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0 _rg_ento__ehiclo,_-co,-' (_._)

Tsp time since perigee, _ M

TTp time to perigee, P - Tsp

_p latitude of perigee tan"I (U3/_U_ + U_) where

__-co,(_ +s_(_>(___%)
8 longitude of perigee, tan -I (u2/u I)

P

h altitude of perigee, r - Rs(@p)p P

ha. altitude of apogee, ra - Rs(@p)

Vp velocity at perigee /_--{1 + e_' a _i-_/

Va velocity at apogee, /__ (1 -e)a

V hyperbolic excess velocity,

_ maximum true anomaly for hyperbolic orbit, cos-l (-l/e)
max

6RA declination of outgoing asymptote, sin"I [ur (3)], where

. _ ._ x_I

ur - cos(%a x - e) _rI + sin (0max - e) __

:- : VII-2

i'
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......... " ._a'._- l ...... _..
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,
M mean anomaly, -J - e sin E

- _ argument of perigee, p - 9

• r perigee radius, a(1 - e)
P

• r a apogee radius, a(1 + e)

P period, 2_. 3

Range Calculations

The progam provides for various types of range calculations.
The equations for these calculations are given below.

Dot product downrange.- The relative range angle, measured
from the vehicle's initial position to its current position., is

:'. given by

where _ is a unit vector along the initial position vector
SO

if

in Earth-centered rotating coordinates and u is a unit vector

_':_ along the currant position vector in Earth-centered rotating co-
!i ordinates. The range over an oblate spheroid is calculated from
_,-. the average radius to the surface, and is given by

" *R (vxz-2)

_ Crouranse and downrange via ,orblta,l plane reference.- Re-
farting to figure VZI-1, identify the vehicle's position at time

N
_ t by O, and at a later time t by P. At time t , the ve-

hicle has a latitude of _, a longitude of _*, and a velocity

Vll-3 i

_

I
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Not_.._e: 0 - position at initial time,

p - position at subsequent time.

Figure VII-I .- Downrange and Crossrange An_les

VII-4
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heading of _. At t_ae t the vehlcle-ls at latitude _ and •
longitude O. The downrange angle (_) and the croes_ange angle
(v) shown in the Illustration are measured along, and normal to,
the great circle through 0, and are inclined to the meridian by

" _*. From analytical geometry, v and u can be expressed as
eln v -sin X_ sin 0_= cos 0c cos e - cos X cos 0c sin 8

+ sin X cos 0 sin %

(vzz-3)

::..'" oln _ = -cos _ sln _ cos _ cos e" + sin X cos _c sin 0

! ,,

+ cos X* cos q_* sin %)/cos vF •
;.

'' ( " ¢ )i_' cos u = cos 0 cos 0 cos e" + sin sin % /cos _,

! e* *i- where and _ can be defined in either o£ two ways:

i. 1) The great circle to which v and _ are re_erenced _s

i fixed and rotating with the Earth. Then

_-i X_ - Earth's relative heading = sln -I J __vR 1

u + _ t.,,._,.,
t, VA.'. q I

0""0- O ;

:" 2) The great circle to which _ and v are referenced i8
lnertially fixed, having the Earth rotating below i_.

:. Then

• _,* - inertial heading - sin -1 v

"./ua+ va (vzz-s)

O" - O- e*+ _p (t - t*).

:. VlI-$

i
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Knowing v and _, and crossrange CR and downrange DR
; distances are

._ .. CR Rav e
(VlZ-6)

: DR " Rav e lJ,

_:" where R is the average Earth radius between the initial and
ave

L.

: final points.

: '2
i ,

,}

! °.,2,,

/,

ie" I"

o

i::3.."

E

_ :
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Auxiliary Position and Velocity Calculat/_ne

The solution from the translational equations is then used
Co calculate numerous ouCput variables. The key variables direccly

co_uced from (x!, Yl' el) and (VXI, Vyi, VZI ) sun_rlzed below.

r I = geocentric radius

. (___•___)_
VI = magnitude of the iner£ial velocity

-i___.___1_
VR = relative velocity

V& = ac_nspheric relative velocity

-_+v_

VR = magnitude of the relative velocity

VA = magnitude of the atmospheric _elative velocity

-(_" _1_
_I = unit vector along radius vector

- __z/rz

-_VZ " unit vector alon8 inertia_ vekcity vector

- _vz/vI

_I - inertial flisht path ansle

" sin'l [-_,I " _] ). (VII-7)

VlI-7
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".- YR = relacLv_-fllght path angle

-_ YA = atmospheric relative flight path an_;le

VIC = Inertial velocity in the C,-frame

- [ic] v_i

V_.RG- relative velocity in the C,-fram@

- [IG]

_VAG= atmospheric relative velocity in the G-frame

- [zG]V_A
(w_-7)

AZI = inertial azimuth

.
_R = relative azimuth

" tan-1 [VRYG/VRXC]

AZA = atmospheric relative azimuth

_c = geocentric latitude

= "tn'l ['l/ri]

81 - inertial longtt"e

. [,,/.,]:.

VII-8
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air - relative lonsicude

- ex - % (c- Col

ASB - sensed acceleration in the B-frame ......

" _rm+ A__ (vIx-7)
AS - mapicude of the sensed acceleration

A._I - sensed acceleration in the ECI-frame

" [ZB]-I [:_B+AAB 1

VII-9
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Auxilary Attitude Calculations

The_ attitude angles that are not used to Renerate the ste_r-
: ing commands ar_ computed for output in the auxiliary calculation

subroutine. These equations are summarized below:

1) Aerodynamic angles:
J

- tan-1 WB , '

),

(o._• .i. s .i.^ ;_)a = tan'l _OB22 cos AZA - GB2I sin AZA cos "

2) Inertial Euler angles:

*I" tan-l (LB23/LB2=)'

_I" -sln-1(LS2_), (VXI-9)

3) Relative Euler angles:

: _R . tan'l (CB12/GBll).

!. eR- -,,i.-_(oe_3). (vxI-lo)

9"II-10
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,. The position co_ponente of the tracker in the Earth-relative
.. frame are given by

' ::. --_r," (%+ h.r)Icos+T":'"% ' (v,-zl)
-'"': Lein ¢T

L+

where hT is the altitude of the tracker, _T the latitude of

the tracker, and 0T the longitude of the tracker.
i ,'

i.=.., The slant range vector in the ECI frame is given by

:_.7 _.rSR" r I - lIP] -I _trR, (VII-12)
,.
/:

and the slant range is then computed as
i__.:::

i .::." rsr_" ,/_sR" _sR" (vzz-z3)

.-°,' The elevation angle can then be computed as

o: YT"sin-_(_R " Z+R/rSR)' (VZZ-IO
: where
.7

't:: _u,,rR- lip] -I _R/ItIPI-+. rTRl . (VZZ-I._)

:'. The slant range vector, transformed to the geographic frame,
i': ts

' r+,

+.:_! XSRG" [zGl _sa' (vex-z6)

"* and thus the tracker's azimuth is given by

"" ART " tan"! (YsRG/xsRG). (VII-17)

';' The look angles are calculated from the slant range vector
_::" transformed to the body frame; i.e.,

't

....; rsRB - [ZB] _sR" (vzz-zg,
,+

L'

VII-12

+"- ' o :. . . ". +-+?-7/.... o +..i'll- +:'/-"+-,%?.........+2+ ¢,'"::+,'=+----+-----_'-- _ :.:'"++_;:+:::'+-"+"-++_-+_'+
+=:g "++, _. .... "........... /_ :........ __+._" ....... .+_t;; ...... ._i __--_.i__:,._.._ ........ _ '+'__Z ......................... ° =_'=- +.... " -" x_,+,___=:=

" '+ _I -'+7 .................. " o...........'..... -+'¢+: +'+ m""'-"--+ " ..... m_ ........ _ +., . o. _) + .++ o -
,0 o, ' u l+ "+) ",,,, ° ,,,"6 " + ..d " + . o ..,, + . +0., " ';+_ + • , °o+ • .
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Uain_ the eomponenCa of _t_RB' the cone _n_lo ;La then _iven by

*T" _°"' (X_RB/r_R) ' (VII-19)

and the cloak _nld!O !n Btven by

"c " _n'! (Ysu/ISRB)' (VII-20)

Space looses ere c_lcu)ated for the trackLns 8tetlon_ as
followe'

SL 1 - 36.56 + 20 Lo$I 0 (RsI _ • FRI)

st,- 36.56,20Los,o(%L, FR_) (VZZ-21)

SL3- 365_, 20Los_0(Rs_ FR3),
where

FR1 = 420.0 (command frequency)

FR2 = 2287.5 (telemetry frequency)

FR3 = 5765.0 (cracking frequency)

RSLH = slant ranse dlscance in statute tulles.

Analytic Impact Calculatt,_ns

The analytic impact calculations predict the 8eodetic lati-
tude, lon$ttude_ and time of flight at impact for a vehicle with
a siren position and velocity to its intersection with t_e sur-
face of the oblate planet. These calculatious assume Keplerian
motion and are not corrected for drab effects.

The basic problem in determinins an impact point from a

epecified poeition and velocity (!i0 , V_iO) is in calculating
the impact eccentric anomaly. This angle is determined by
iteratively solving the equation

VII-13

//

/

.J ,:
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whor_, hll _ 1_ tho do_lrod Inlp_ct i,llt[t_ldo ,'Lbovo tho ohl_to
pl;mot- and tl,, p_Hit!on vrrl.nr DI gl.w,.nhy

r l(F.) - I(l':) rl_ ' _ g(l') V_IO

•. ,<,,:__ (,... (,,'.-%)-o_o_r0)/(, -,. ,:o.%) (w_-23_
7

: R(E) _ qln E - l,"0 -e ._ln t. + _ _lz_ 1,;0 ,

' Once the fmpact e,'centrtc anomaly, Efp_ l,q determined, then
the t/me, LaLitude, and Iot_gLtude of impact ar,., cal::ulat_d as

Lip tO + (Ei I, r'o i;,

(vH-24)

'. glp

"tp _xiv / p i.p

f

; VII-14

7
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, Vlll. TARGETING-AND OPTIMIZATION

POST uses an accelerated projected gradient algorithm (PGA)
_?: as the basic targeting/optimisation technique. PGA is a combina-
- tion of RosenSs projection method for nonlinear programming (refs.

_i 3, 4, and 5) and Davtdones variable metric method for unconstrainedopthnisation (ref. 6). The program also contains backup single-
.-,_ penalty function methods that use ste_est descent, conjugate

gradients, and/or the Davidon method. These standard gradient
methods are well documented in references 6 and 7 and are only

_._._.. briefly described in the followtn S discussion.

proJted sreditalserithml,.nIteratlvetochn.e
__ ". deslgned to solve a general dlaas of nonlinear programming prob-
_ lama. PGA employs coat-function and conatratr_ gradient informa-

L.__' tion to replace the multldlmenslonal opti_Lzation problem by an
__:._ equivalent sequence of one-dhnenslonal searches. In this manner,

it solves a difficult multidimensional p_oblem by solving a se-
queuce of simpler problems. In general, at the initiation of the
it_ration sequence, POA is primarily a constratnt-satJ.sfication
algorithm. As the iteration process proceeds, the emphasis

_:i; constraint satisfaction cost-function reduct_n.

The logic 1,sad to effect this changeover process will be dts-

C_ADSeB f_om to

cussed below,

.. Since ntmerous analytl_al developments of thls technlque are
_. available (see refs. 3, 4_ and $), this presentation will prt-
,, marily emphasise the geometrical aspects of the algorithm. This
-_i: geometric interpretation clearly motivates the equations and

lo8tc contained in PGA, and a basic understanding of these con-
.._!: cspts is usually sufftcten_ to enable the user to efficiently
._..,!. uee the alsortthm.

Problem Formulation

=, _!'. _fhe projected 8radiant aeehod solves the followinS nonlinear
_' p,_armmin8 problems: _:,.

o _!. Determine the valuu of the independent variables, u, that mini-
_,. nise the cost _unctton (opt_sa_.ion variable)

(viii-l)

: VIII-1

.+
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subJ4cC co the const_aincs (dependent variables)

_c(_u) __ O, (VIII-2)

where u _ Rm; c is a vector-valued function, i.e., c:R m _ Rn;

and ¥ is a scalar-v_lued function, i.e., F:R m �Rt.

The algorithm is a_.tually more versatile than this simple
formulation mi_lt indicate. In order to maximize any particular

functionD say W(u), all that is required is to define
F(_u) - -W(u) and determine the min_n_ of F(u). The equality
constraint case is also contained _rithin the above formulation

since constraint equations of the form

cj (u_.) " 0 (VIII-3)

are special cases of Eq (VIII-2).

In the trajectory optimization, the cost function and the
constraints are not e_plicitly a function of the independent
variables_ but rather depend explicitly on the sta:e variables

-rI' VI' m, and Q. The explicity equations relating the state

(dependent) variables to the independent variables are the in-
tegrals

.r_I " rio + |V I dt

- + s+ +G_i]dt
o j _Izz-4)

m" mo +/m dt

Q - /I_ dto

Z

V11 I-2

.. _,

I|B

Q.; ._ ,
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" If _n denetes the above state variables-of the system being

• s/mulated at the nth event_ and _n+ and x_n- denote the value

:_ of _ on the plus and minus sides of that event, then

where -nu are the Independent variables in phase n, and 7"n
represen_ the solution of the state dl£ferentlal equations over

< phase n. The values of the state variables on the positive side
:=. of event n are th,-n

:: x - x- + _ (_II-6)

!.

: where Ax represents the discontinuity in state (e.g., velocity•" "n

,,, impulse at the nth event).

T_e cost function and the trajectory constraints are computed
at the positive side off the specified events, and are therefore

.!. given by

: ,L and

;.:; 1 -Vl

_:'., _c(u_)- • , (vxxx.-8)

+
': "%1 -Vl
:,--:2 _ m

. where vf denotes the event at which the optimisation variable

,. Is specified and vl denotes she events at which the dependent
veriables are specified. This 8enerallty enables the prosram to
eslve problems in which Intermediate constraints are defined, as

': wall as problems where the cost function is not specified at the
.,- final event.

VIII-3
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i._ The traJec_or_ prope_tor, Tn, can represent either humor-

:: £cal integration or analytical Keplerian equations.

E

J

,, :: Fundamental Concepts and Nomenclature

To facilitate the discussion of the projected gradient algo-
: titan, the following nomenclature and basic concepts will be in-

.... i,
troduced.

A real k-dimensional Euclidean vector space is denoted by

,!/ Rk). , and x denotes a column matrix whose elements ale
:: xi, where i = 1, 2, ..., k. The vector Inequality x >_ 0 im-

,,,:'_ plies xI _> 0 for each i, and A" denotes the transpose of the

/" real matrix A.

"!:" The cost gradlenc is an m-vector of partial derivatives de-
_"; noted as V.F or _F/_u, and Is defined as !
o 'i;

;'. _)j " _uj" (wzx-9)o,

::; The gradient to the l "th constraint is similarly represented. :

' The Jacobtan matrix of the constraint vector function with

_J,. respect to the independent variable is a matrix whose i th row 18 i

=-o.""_" ' the gradient vector _'Itt. This matrix is denoted as _

- t!i_::,: J(u) - _u (VTII_'IO)
,/,: I!

_, and contains n r_as and m columns. Clearly, I

. _ct

._: "_lj" _-'_'j" (vm:-n.)
o .

,,i;'

' - VIII4 :
v f

J

:

i
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The _h constraint is said-to, be active at u_ if and only if

cj(__)< o, (viii-12)e)

An active constraint is said to be unconstraining if and only if

b) cj(_) = 0 and rj - [(SS') -1 S_j <_.

_b

O. (VIII-13)

Condition a) implies that the jth constraint is either vio-
lated at u, while b) indicates that the negative of the cost

function gradient "points" outside the feasible region.

The sens_,_,V_,_ _z is that matrix whose rows are the
sradients to the active constraints, and is denoted by

@e

s(u_)- @-'6' (wII-uO

where e is the ha-Vector of active constraints. Equality con-
straints are always active and thus are loaded into the upper
elements of the e. Thus, • is essentially the e_o_ rasP, s2,
for the active con--attaints. --The e_,or,.I_et'/.onis defined to be

E(u_)- _e"a. (WlZ-15)

The sensitivity matrix, S, is obtained from the Jacobian
. matrix, J, simply by deletin8 those rowe that correspond to

: tJmctive constraints.

Correspondins to each constraint function ci(u) is a
bo_ _per'em'j_aoe, Bi, d_Ined by

Bi . lu,ci(u>- oI. (w.-16>

Clearly, B£ is an m-1 dimensional nonl_r manifold, It can,
howevew, be approximated at each point _ in Rm by an m-1
d_J_O_Jior_l li_@Ar manifold

ci_)-{._.v_i-(Q_) (._.- o_)+ ci(u_)- o . (vxxx-17>

Vlll-5
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, Tile f_ueib_e region for the £ th inequality constraint is the
half-space in the Independent-variable apace defined by the set

, Ri - 0}, <V.X-le
while the complete feasible region for all of the constraints is

n

R. n (vxxz-19)

.,'. The boundary of the complete feasible region must be

B(R) = U (BiN R) (VXtX-20)

The intersection in the preceding equation is required to select

, from the unbounded bouudary, B i, of the feasible region of the

•_" i th constraint that portion which is adjacent to the feasible
" region, R, for all of the constraints.L

_ At any particular _Q c Rm it is useful to define the _ooaZ

iii bourn W hypersurface, B(O).. to the complete feasible region as

, the Intersection of the active constraints at _O. Let N(fi_)
denote the set of indices of the fi tight constralnts at Q.

_ Then_ symbolically, a --

._) - 63 Bi (Vlll-21)

L

- " Clearly B(g..) is an m-k dimensional nonlinear manifold in the ..
y a

°_, m-dimensional independent variable apace.

.....' An m-k dimenslonal linear manifold C(Q) approximatlnga

_: B(Q_) Is the intersection of the active linearised constraints at
; _Q; thac is,

,2:

VIII-6

, t
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=,. C(._) " q'l C, (,_.) (VIII-a2)

• icK(__)

. {__.s_)L_-c,_)+ !_) " o_.} (vm-.)
t

_. Now let _(0) denote the linear space spanned by the srediemts
to the active constraints; chat is,

o::':" / SiJ
= for which u = _j (_) , (VlII-24)_' _I(i) __:t =I' "'" % -

._.:, a 1-I

,|.

, and let q(_Q) denote the orthogonal complement to _(0_); that
:'/" i8 p

:.£ Rm - q(_O) _) _((1). (VIII-2$)

:. It can be shown that q(O) is the unique linear space that can
.:; be translated to obtain the linear manifold C(g_).

_: Furthermore there exist unique orthosonal projection oper-
_:i ator8 P(O) and _(_) that resolve any vector in the indep_dant-

:_ variable _pace .into rts correspondin$ components in Q((_) and

:. _(Q), respectively; that t8, £or any _u c Rm

:' u - P (G_.)u_..4-_(O)_u, (VIII-26)

.." where

"" POl._)uc Q(Q) and _(O._)u c _(G._). (Vlii-27)

,i. In particular,

- S'(SS')"1 S (VZXX-28)

and
J_

,,.> P - I _. (VIII-29)

: i

VIII-1
4

'T
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An additional concept is the idea of problem scaling. The
:, purpose of p:oblea scaling is to increase the effic£ency of the
._ targeting/optimisation algorithms by transforming the original

problem into an equivalent problem that is numerically easier to
solve,

' To numerically scale a problem, two general types of scaling
are required: (1) independent-variable scaling) and (2) dependent-

:= variable scaling. Independent-variable scaling is accomplished

• by defining a po: ,'__ive diagonal scaling matrix, Wu) such that.
the we£gh_ed £n,tepend, nf vaa_ables are given by

u - _u. (VXX_-30)

accomplished

Stmularly, dependent-variable weighting Is WF--' and a bydefining an opt_nisation-variable scale factor,

" positive) diagonal ) dependent-variable scaling matrix, We, such
_: . .. _lmt the we_,ghted op_imi_at_,on var£ab_e is

.. r1 . wFv<u_) (vxzz-31)

and the weighed deperzden_ v_blee are given by
_. . *

_c(u_)- s wu-1_., (vzzz-32)2

yielding a we_.gh_;ed erz,oz, funof._.on

"_: P2 " e_.e_.(X). (VZXX-33)

;:: The program contains several options for computing the tn-
:_" dependent-variable weigh,in8 matrix. However, the option most

often used is the percentage scaling matrix

_, .,

: VIII-B
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_--r_ _ , _e dependent-varimble we£aht/n8 metr_ Is always coaputed
/- a8 the reciprocal of the conatra£nt tolerances, and is S£ven. by

'_ £I ¢£ '

' where ¢t £s the tolerance for the t th constraint. The opthni_t-

,c tion scale factor is merely Input so that P2 is approximately
:; equal to one.
/,

'_',: For slmpllcity, the follovln8 dlscueslon of the alaorlthn
,,_" assumes an approprlate.ly scaled problem. However, the scaled

-_:, equations can be obtained by makln8 the followln 8 shnple sub-
'_ 8ciCucions:

_- u replaced by u

. F replaced by P1
vO

_"'_ _ replaced by c

: hc replaced by P2

i; $ replaced by [S] -I

_, v_rreputed by Wr _l _.

. The final key concept anployed by PGA is the Idea of a dtrec-
:', Clan of search, lleurlsclcally, the direction of search is nothln8
,?' note than a perticular l_ne in the independeat-variable space
,_' 'alan8 which the constraint error Is reduced, or alan s which the
_ ccat-func¢ion Is decreased. In a more precise sense, the dlrec-

o. tlon. o! search at 0 Is 8 half-ray enanatln 8 from Q. Thus, for
o :. ' any positive scalar, y, the equation

u - O + .yII (v1r.zz-36)

_'"_". oats the l_u_Lts of thlo half-ray and represents '_ovement" In the
;' direction 8 fron Q. This is illustrated in flaure Vlll-l.

0

r

VIII-9
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u2

Figure VIII-1.- Direction of Search in the
Independent-Variable Space

If k is a unit vector, then _ represents the actual dis-
tance '_oved" in the direction _. This concept of direction-of-

search is particular1: important since it enables the m-dimen-
sional nonlinear programming problem to be replaced by a sequence
(hopefully finite) of one-dlmenslonal mlnlmlzatlons. What remains

to be explained then is: (i) how to select the dlrectlon-of-

search; and (2) how to determine the step size in that direction.
All *'direct" optimization methods employ this concept and, hence,

differ only in their answers to the two preceding questions. The

technique by which s and "n are selected by PGA will be de-

• scribed in subsequent sections.

Direction of Search

The projected gradient method uses two basic search direc-
tions. For this discussion, they will be termed the constraint
and optimisation directions, respectively. PCA procaeds._y tak-

- ins successive steps in one or the other of these two directions.
The computation of each of these search directions is described

below at a particular point d in the independent-variable space

where fie of the constraints are active.

VlII-lO
2

o

, !



Conatrs_nt dtroct£on.- The eonatra£nt direction dapanda
cr£c£e'ally "_' t:hmnumbe_ot ect£ve conatralntj. Throe teams ax'e
d£aC£naulghad balows

1) Case 1.- If fie < mo than Chat:unlqua c_ .trol carte, +-
tton AO to sought, wh£ch aoZves t:ha Z£naartzad con-
at:taint: equation

?

S(__) _u + !tO_) - O (VIII-37)

and a_n£mtzea the lenath of Am. The aolutton8 to the
praced£ns vector equat:£o.8 dafTne the m-fl dtmana£onala
linear mn£fold C(_), which approxlmc,_s the local
bounda.--y at Q as deacr£bad in dot:at1 in the preced£n8
section. The desired u_ntmum norm correction, AO, £a
then tho vector of mtnluum lenat:h in the lndapdm_lent:-
va_'table apace from 0 co the 11near manlfold C(O_).
AnaXytloaXly, it is 81van as

A_O- -S "[ SS"]'l_e(O..). (VXIX-3a)

ThAa correction t8 111umtrated in ftsura VXXX-2.

The direction of a_rch then 10 elmpXy taken to be th£a
r' m_ntmum-normcorrect:£on co the locaXly _cciva 11nur£aed

conatra£nc_; that 1o,

at. (vxxx-39)

" IP£rot Iinur£mad
" oonlltrll:ILnt e.OnlltraJ_t

+'+" ]P£8ure VXXX-2.- X11umcrac£on o! Mm+mm-llorm Constraint,

- D£roct£on for tie " 2 < m - 3

VIII-X1
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_i" 2) If da - m, then the linearised local boundary C(0)
I :,,.

reduces Co a single point. Thus, there iN a unique eolu-
_ tion to the linearized constraint equaetons without the

.. additional requirement chat the length of the independent-
, variable correction be minimized. The minimum-norm cot-

,;: rectton formula then reduces to the famllar Newton-
,:':" P_aphdonformula for solving m equations in m unknowns;L name _,y

A0- - s-I e(D=. , - • (VIXZ-40)

r The Newton-Raphson correction is illustrated geometrically
.

__- in figure VIII-3.

! i,- _-Second ltnemrtzed
! . _constratnt
J _; % ._ ._. _d, Newton-Raphaon
i": _-- Thlrd ltneartzed _ ._1 c_rrectton

% constraint _ . _\\\_ .
! "

"+'i _ C(__), intersectionOfconetratnt .
° . llnurlzed constraints

°: F£8ure VIII-3.- Illustration of Newton-Raphson Constraint, Direction

: '_il eor na-m- 3
, _be direction of search ti taken to be thee unique cor-
" fiction vector satisfying the linearlzed constraints;_": that Is,

L_ _,

;//'

: J' VIII-12 i
S.



i:. 3) Zf fla > m. then C(._) is empty, since • mimu).teneous
solution of all of the linearised constraint equations

, doze not exist Uenez. an entirety new method for cheat-,. 0

,' ins the aoa_eh direction must be devised. P(;A deals
with this problem by Hsktn8 the unique independent-

_ variable correction AG that minimizes the our, of the
.,; sqt, sres of the deviations from the linearised constraints.
:_ Thus, the function

f¢_._)- Is¢__)__.+ !¢__)Iz (_tx-4a)

i. to mintm4sed with respect to _u. Gauss demonstrated
that the formula for this "laas_ uquaras" correction is

___- -(S'S)-_ S'!¢a_). ¢VIXX-43)

_" Figure VIII-4 illustrates the least-squares correct. ,n pic
_ torially. As in the preceding two cases, the szarc_
, direction is then taken to be this optimal correcttun;

.... that is,

_(_). 40_. ¢v:xx-_)

..:. Third ltneari_ed ._ /'-" Second lffateartzed
,_ coutraint __ con.traLnt

",Z//_
• Fourth 1 _.mrised ///___lr-_ A_O, least-squat.

°'_ . constraint -- ectton

conltratnt constraint
_.

v

,_.. Piamre VIII-4.- Illustration of Lout-Squares Cotetrattt,
. Direct for na- 4 • m- 3

u

i

VY.II-13
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Opti_izacion direction.- When the number of active constraints
Is less than the number of independent variables, it ie then pos-
sible to reduce the noumintnv_l cost-function, Obviously the
steepest descent dtrectleu, -_F(_), would be the best local

: search direction for r,,ducing the cost function• Such a direc-
i :ion, however, would g_nerally produce unacceptable constraint

violations. To avoid this dt£flculty PC_ orthosonally projects
the unconstrained negative gradient, -PF(Q), into a di.recCion

& parallel to the local linearized constraint boundary C(_, By
searching in the direction of this negative-projected gradient
the algorithm can guarantee that there is no £urther constraint

_::7 violation than that of _ for the case of lineax constraints

t£\} To calculate this direction, it is only necessary CO apply tO
.,' the unconstrained negative gradient the projection operator P(_,

which maps any vector in the independent-variable space into its
"::; component in Q(_), the unique linear space that can be trans-
. laced into coincidence _.,iththe linear nmnlfold C(Q). Thus,

o.':. O 1

. -It- _(__)l v_(_a) (wxx.-45)

,_; --IX-s"(ss')-_s(a..)]v_(a..)
,j.....

Ii_ The direction of search for the accelerated projected gradient
"- method is

_ o(a). -H P vF(a) (wxx-46)O

=__ ' where

:- u0 = x (vxxx-471

': " and

;,;, ; IIn lln_ l+ An+ Bn, where n = 2 .° ]/
" A_Ia u_-u I,

% °

%

i vxxx-l,,

,

L.3..
" L'
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Pisure VIII-5 illustrates the direction of the neaaCive-_ ---
8radiant for the ear--single active constraint.

FJ4Bure VlZl-5.- Direction of Neaative-ProJecCed G1:ad_ent for na - 1
and m = 3 (Feasible region is _hat reaion inside
paraboloid, above lover plane, and below upper plane;
cost-functlon Is vertical height)

If there are no equality constraints, and if all the inequality
conetraJ_nts are _nactive, then S is the zero matrix and the

direction of search becomes the standard deflected gradient
direction

. sf_)- -_ v_(o_.>. Cvm-49)

S_larly. if the single-penalty-function methods are used,
then she directions of search that min,iaize

P2 = ¥ + I/e'e (VIII-50)

al_a $

1) Stuput-descent method

_,o_. _vp2_);

VlII-l$
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2) ConJueate 8radient nethod (steelms_L-de£cent starter)

3) Davidon'8 method (steepest-descent starter)

o t.)• s "-H VP , where n > 2;. --n n 2 --

and

' _ "." "n-i �Bn'

where A and B have the same deflnlt_ons as in the
n n

accelerated projected gradient mode.

Step-Size Calculation

AC any parCZcular point _ in the IndependenC-varlable
space, the PGAalsoriCtnnproceeds by reducin S the multidimen-

... slonal problem to a one-dimenslonal search along the constraint

_ direccZon to mlnlmiz_'the sum of the. squares of the constraint

violations, or along the optln_zatlon direction to minimize the
• estimated net cost-functlon. In either case, once the inltlal

point _ and the direction ofsearch _% are specified, the prob-
- lem reduces to the numerical minimization of a function of a slngle

;. ' varlable--namely, the step size. PGAperforms thls numerical

_ minimization via polynomlnal interpolation, based on function

values along the search ray and the functlonts value and slope at

" the starting point. Consider then, in detail, the calculatlon of
thl8 latter pair of quantities for the respective functions asso-

r: clawed wlth the constraint and optimization directions.t

Constraint direction.- The functgon to be minimized .alonei

, _he constraint direction, __c is the sum of the squares of the
constraint violations; namely

hc()- + iC)l

- VIII-16
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•- %(o>- I__(_)la. (_zz-5=)
Differentiation via the chain rule yields

•.. hc'(O)- _'(_s(a_)__c. (wzz-53)

Recall that the search direction _c was obtained as an in-
-_ dependent-variable correction either sacisfyins all the l£nearized

"_,: constraint equations if flj _< m, or minimizing chair violation if

,:: m < ha" Thus. if the constraints are reasonably linear, a good
; initial estimate for the y minimizing h is one.

C

:. OpC_. ieacion direction.- The function co be minimized, along

.. the optimization direction, s , is the estimated nec cosc-
'_ function whleh is defined aS

::: _o<,_"'("- �,i°)- '_ +'-"_ [-s-<_,-_-,__.(.+,_o)].<viii-,,)
":' change in cost- ltneartzed approximation Co
:" function produced . change in coot-function re-

°.:. by 8Cap of length quired to perform m£n£mum-
,_ o norm correction back to the

i _ along s_. feasible region
,, Clearly

=-,:: ho(o) - -v_.-_(_ s'(ss') -z(Q_)_(Q_). (vzzz-55)
o,

.i. By _pandtr_ h in a Taylor lerte8 In y about _ = O.
:; 0
o., audby m_nS ... of the fact t_st _;f - 0 ._ce ;_o Ztea in
..,..... q_, ,£C can be oho_ ChaC

: °(=_?. h O) " V.*IP(_ __°. (VIII-S6)

(.? These properties of h° are £11usCrace_. in ftsure 25.

::. VIII-17
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Est_aated change //

in cost function
due to constraint

correction_ f
/

/
Cost index /

/
#-

/
/ Estiuate _et

cost function

,_._-_0 Slope
Equal
slopes

-I
I"
I '

_o (optimal step lenghth) _hange in cost

_function along
/direction og

" _ ..oLearch

Figure VIII-6.-PToperttes of Estimate_Net Cost Function

Both the constraint and optlmlzatlon directions are based on
a sensltivitymatrix that depends critically on which constraints

• are active. Hence, for searches in either direction, it is im-
portant to llm_t the step size so that the set of active constraints

does not grow. Such a limit can be obtained based on linear ap-
proxlmatlon and suffices to deal w_t' iuactiv_ constraints becom-

ing active.
[

The reverse situation--of act_.ve constraints becoming in-
active--poses no difficulty. To _ee this, note that because of
our treatment of the active constraints as linear manifolds, a
first-order approximation of the distance to a particular active
constraint boundary would not change along the opt_mization direc-
tion. Furthermore, along the constraint direction any change in
the status of an actlvc constraint will be appropriately treated
by minimizing h with respect to the step length.

C

VIII-18
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,'- Lit K(_ denote the Jet of _:tlve conetraint i_icee at
0_. and let

_ rk . _.-(_v_%(Q_), (v=zz-s7)
".

where _s(_) is the search d_ection at vector Q. Then aseien

*.. to each k in K the n?er

i_"-;, • _K if r k > e

i-_'2 where R is a very lar8e real number. Then _(k) Is a lln_ar
- epproxl_tt_n to the distance alun8 tile search ray from .u to

i-"i'., the boundary, Bk, o£ _e kth constraint. Hence a resonable
=_/ upper bound for the step len8th is

::':, _ - _n [_(k)]. (v_zx-sg)

j-i;':
"_: One-Dimensional Minimization

• Honovariant mtntmtzacton in PGA is performed exclusively by
:' polynomtnal interpolation. First the actual function, f, to be
.... . mini_Lzed is fitted vlth one or more quadratic or cubic poly-
,'. nominals until a sufficiently accurate curve fit, p, is eb-
b" rained; that is,

,,. p(y) = "_f(y) for ell y of interest. (VZII-60)

,: t"0

* Then the h_epe_lent varimbl@ value, ym that minimizes f is

a which minimises p. Clearly,
_: approx/_ated by the value, yp,

n can be. deten_Lned analytically if n < 3.
- Yp

r

VIll-lq
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The mini_tzacion routine makes insenioua use of all the in-
formation it accumulates about f to obtain a sood curve fit.

::;..! First, f is fitted with a quadratic polynomtnal, Pl, based
_, on:

" I) :-"(o)

,:i: 2) f'(o)

3) f , where _o > 0 Is an initial estimate of the_,.,0 O

;. _ value that minimizes f.
, C.

The coefficients of this quadratic polynominal are then calcu-
i.: laced from the formulas:

i,_.:;_;.,,. a0 " f(o) }

o.i_i' al = f "(0) (VIII.-61)

{'(,:)0]/,:'/"a 2 = - a + a] fo"

!: . The value of the independent variable that minimizes this poly-
'_" nominal is

o,

.. m - I/2 (VIII 62)', Yl m a a 2. -
J

m m
oi::.. If 71 and 7_ do not differ stEntficantly _ y is taken

m
Co be Y1 and the m/nimization procedure is considered complete.

! Simi arly.If (,,']')is no,:sisnificantlydifferentfrom
}.' f _ , then 7 is taken to be equal to _1 and the process

''; is terminated Otherwise f is fitted with a cubic polynominal'_
:: based on:
i P2,

_-_. .

_. l) f(o)
-°_. 2) f'(o)
.ix

,,:..': 3) f (7_) and ",_> O

_" VIII-20
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IX f is fitted using P2p then coe_flcientl are calculated
from the follovin8 formulas:

ao= _(o)

al = f'(o)

llt m

,_ . ma_ (YO.Yl)

_ (vzzz43)

a2 = [lcaz a+a 0 (l+ a) + (a2 f(_) _ f(a_,))/(1 - 01)]/(Ji3il 2)

as - [(X(a_.) ,- a3f(x))/(l. - =)-x=(l. 4-a)az-(z + = = =2)ao]/(x2=Z).,

The value of the _ndependent variable, _,- chat mtn_4_tzes this
cublc polynomial _s

4 - (-o,+ _,"-_,,,1/,,,. <_--_,>
li In In

If _l end _l do not differ sisniftcantly, _ is taken

tO be y_ and the u_nimization iS stopped.,_, Similarly, if P2 (Y_)
is not 8iilniflcantly different from f(y_), then ym is taken

to be equal to y_ and the procedure is termlnated.

If none of these 8toppin8 conditions is met, a third quad-
ratic curve-fit 18 attempted. The accumulated set of sau_la

,o=. ,.,, <o.,<o>,.r,=.,(,=)}.
• the first point whole ordinate value is less thmi

that of the follovtn8 point 18 selected.

To 8tlpliih/ the notation in the follovtns pales., relable this
po:Lnt al [Y2. f(¥2)], the ptacedin8 point as [Y1, f(Y1)], and
the follolrln8 point as [_3, f('f3)].

VIII-21
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_'= Another quadratic polynom_l. P3. £s than fitted to

: I) f(Yi)

• 2) f('Y2)

, 3) f(¥3).

,t. . The formulas for these quadratic coefficients are as follows.
_q

" bij = YiYj

ell" YI + Y.I

': diJ = Yi " ¥J

=,.. b23 bz 3 b].2 (9111-65)

i,_ aO " d12d13 f(_l) 4- d21d23 f(Y2) + d31d32 £(¥3)

C23 C13 C12

i_:. az = f(Y1) f(_r2) f(x3)"_:" dl 2dl 3 d21d2s d3 ld32

::. : a2 . l f.(.Y1) + l f(Y2) + l f(Y3).
dl2dl3 d21d23 d31d32

d
_- o

The val,ae of the independent variable that min/_tzes this quad-
ratic t8

m
'. Y3 " -al/2a2. (VIII-66)

_, If _ and _ do not differ sipl£icantly, _m t8 taken!,

: .:; to be _ and the search tp discontinued. On the other hand0 if

. £8 taken to be and the process is termlnated. •
_,.

=- If neither of these 8coppin 8 condition8 is met, then a cubic

:7 polynomial is fitted to

;i

_...:," Vlii-22
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1.) e(_.]), xl

2) t('v2), 'Yz

3) -e(y3), Y_

3"

The formulas for these_coe£flctente are as foflovs"

D] - (_2 - Y1)(Y3 - Y1)(_ -_I)

D2 - (Y1 - "_2)('Y3- _2)(Y_, - _r2)

D3 m (y! - 'Y3)(Y2 - ¥3)(Y _. - 'Y3)

D,, - ('vl - "Y,,)('f3-._,.,)(x3 - "_,_)

Y2Y3"_, "vl Y_'Y,, _,l', _,x,, Y_',2"_3

so - x)l f('Y1) + D"-"_ :_('_2)+ D3 f('_3) + D,., f('Y_')

y2"y3 4- Y2'Yk. 4- Y3Y_, ('YI'Y3 "1""/1 Ik 4" Yk,'Y3)

al " D: e('Yl) + D:, f('Y2) (VTtI-.67)
(¥1"Y2 4" Y1Yk + Y2Xk-) (YIY2 + ¥1"Y3 + "f2¥3)

+ D3 " t(X3) + D_, £(¥_')

. (_2 + _3 + "ft,) ('_l + _ + _'_,)

(Y_ + "rz + Y,,) (_ + _2 + "_,,)f(._,)
+ D3 ' f(Y3) + D,,

I$..- _'_" J_(¥1)" D_ f(,2)" D_ £('Y$)"'_'_ f('Yk). "

The vJlm of the _.ndpendent variable m/mi:_l ohio fourth cubic

poly'nond.al is

V111-23
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If y_ and y_ do not differ sisnificently, ym is taken

to be ym4 end the minimizat_on ts-_top,ped, Similarly, if

! is _:aken to be equal to y_ and the procedure is terminet_ld.

If none of these stoppins conditions is met, the accumulated
set of sample points is searched fo._ the point with the minimum.
ordinate value. The abscissa value of this point Is taken to be

- m
,-_ _ , end the _tton is considered complete.

i Alsortth: Nacrolostc

• After bein8 initialized the projected sradionc alsoritbm
proceeds as a sequence of Iterations, each consistinS of an op-
timization step followed by a constraint-correction step (see
fiK. VIII-7). The very first step from the user's Initial independ-
ent-variable estimate is however, one of constraint correction.
Furthermore, the optimization step is a!so omitted on any Itera-

tion for which the constraint-violation function, hc, was not
reduced by the constraint correction step of the precedin K itera-
tion.

i-. The optimization search direction thac emanatks for u is

_._. based on the sensitivity matrix, Slu_ ; that Is,

: as discussed previously. Hence, s ° lles In the subspace q •

The value of the indepondent-var_able vector, _,
efter

the opt_zation le

,: , uO 0= + (vxxx-7o)

_. whore Yo is the optimum step site.

, VlI1-24
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• ! The direction of the constralnt-correctlon search smnstse

_:_, from _; however, since 8enarattng a now sensitivity mtrtx
" .to su:h an expensive calculation, the old Jscobtsn matrix, J,
'_:', of the constraints vith respect to the controls evaluated at

; O

i: -_n is used In conjunction vlth the error st -nU. Thus.

_, -n . (VIII-71)

,,' It can be shorn by direct computation that
_.
it'

" " '-n' (vxxx-;_)i

°:',i. vhere _i___nl is based..on S (_n) . Thus. -nsc lies in the sub-
_* space in the independent-variable space,

, .°. ,,:. oaf.m,.,**
follovs that the optlm£zattm_ and constratut directions for any

_, iteration are exactly orthogon_r; that i_,

/',,' (-_)" -.hec = O. (VIII -73)

The :esttlt of the constraint correctJ.on step is then the inde-

; ptmdent-vartable vector for the next iteration. Thus

':',, , 0 C

•i: _. �8�"_ + "_c_" (vxxx-74)

_'. Figure VllI-8 geome_;-_lly 411.at_'nt_. n _nm.nlete PGA iteration.

t*

5.
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Figure VIII-8.- Complete PGA Iteration, Consisting of Optimization
Step Followed by Coneeraint Step for n - I and

i"_ a

m- 3 (Feasible region ls the unbounded region
below the indicated nonlinear constraint manifold)

*

Finally, the alaorlttnn has two stopping conditions. First,
the search is stopped if the change in the cost function and the
change in the length of the Independent-variable vector between

.: two successive Iterations fall belou their respective input
tolerances; that is, if

(VXZZ-75)

Second. the procedure is diecontlnued if the number of the cur-
rent iteration equals the maximum permissible number input by
the user.

Vlli-27
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